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The Cmadian Penning Trap ( CPT ) mass spectrometer has k e n set up at the ATLAS
facility of the A r g o ~ National
e
Laboratories. The CPT mass spectrometer consists of two
major components: a Paul trap for cooling and accumulation, and a Penning trap for precise
mass measurements. The mass rneasurement is performed via the determination of the
cyclotron frequency of stored ions in a homogeneous, 5.9 Tesla, magnetic field using a tirne
of flight ( TOF ) technique. The CPT niiiss spectrometer system is designed to achieve an
accuracy of IO-' for unstable isotopes ( half-We greater than 100 ms

)

and 10"

for stable

isotopes. The systernatics of the CPT mass spectrometer were studied. The various
parameters of the Paul trap and the Penning trap have k e n optirnized, and first mass
rneasurements of gold and platinum isotopes were conducted with the CPT mass
spectrometer. A resolving power of 1.2 x 106and an accuracy of 2x IO-'are attained
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Since the construction of the Grst mass spectrometers. Thomson's parabola instrument of
19 12 [ 1 1, that o f Dempster at the University of Chicago ( 1918 ) [ 2

1, and Aston's velocity

focusing device of 1919 [ 3 1, mass spectrometry has provided important information about
isotopes and nuclear structure. Early rnass measurernents provided the first data on the
packing fraction ( o r binding energy per nucleon) curve and revealed the existence of " m g i c
numbers". As the precision improved, shell and sub-sheil effects and the region of
deformation were revealed.
The atomic mass is one of the fundamental pieces of information about nuclei. The mass
of a nucleus is simply the sum of the masses of the constituent protons and neutrons minus
their binding energies, ernbodying ail the effects of the hterplaying forces. Therefore, accurate
mass data serve as a stringent testing g o u n d for m y nuclear modeis. Furthemore,
systematic investigations of the binding energy as a function of proton a d neutron nurnber
provide idormation on nuclear properties including pairing, sheil and sub-sheil closures, and
deformation effects. In addition, very precise mass differences rnay be used to study
fundamental aspects of the weak interaction in nuclei [ 4 1.
For the naturaliy occuning o r stable isotopes, the atomic masses are g e n e r d y known with

-

-1
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accuracy of about 1 keV [ 5 1. A large body of accurate ras data among stable isotopes has
been obtained using deflection type mass spectrometers [ 6 1. A "backbone" of weii-known
rnasses in the vicinity of the valiey of P-stability is provided by combining these massspectrometric results wit h the data of nuclear reaction and decay Q-value measurements.

Unlike the stable isotopes, the atomic masses of many unstable isotopes fùrther fiom the
v d e y of

P stabrlity have never been measured or have been measured with poor accuracy.

They are provided by the determination of Q-values of nuclear reactions and of decays linking
the nuclides to the "backbone" of well-known rnasses. This procedure requires knowledge
of the nuclear ievel scheme of an original nucleus and a l l the product nuclei in the decay

chah, and is susceptible to systernatic errors. The uncertainty in atomic rnass increases rapidly
for isotopes far kom the vaiiey of P-stability. Therefore, direct mass measurements on
unstable isotopes funher Erom the vaiiey of P stability irnprove the reliability and the accuracy
of atornic masses arnong nuclides in t h s region.
The first direct measurernents of unstable isotopes were made by putting a magnetic sector

mass spectrometer [ 6 ] on-line to the ISOLDE facility at CERN [ 7 1. Since then, many new
techniques were developed. The tirne of fight m a s spectrometry was performed by the recoil
separator faciiiiies: TOFI at Los Alamos [ 8 ] and SPEG at GANIL [ 9

1. Schottky

spectrometry in whch the masses were determined via fiequency analysis of the induced
signal of the stored circulating ions [ I l ] was performed at the storage ring ESR at GSI [ IO].
Recently, Penning traps have become the instrument o f choice for accurate

mciss

measurements. The mass of trapped ions is determined via its cyclotron frequency in a known
-2-
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magnetic field. The k s t Penning trap to conduct such rneasurements m o n g short-lived
nuclides was the ISOLTRAP at ISOLDE/CERN [ 12 1. The first ISOLTRAP consisted of
two major cornponents. a Penning trap ion buncher and cooler for the radioactive ions
delivered by ISOLDE and a high precision Penning trap for the mass determination. It was
later modified to include an additional Paul trap. In the rnodiiïed system a continuous 60 keV

ISOLDE ion bearri was captured by a Paul trap, and then ejected as 2.5 keV ion bunches. The
ion bunches were transferred to a first Penning trap to cool, accumulate, and mass separate
the ions [ 13 1. They were then transferred to a second Penning trap for accurate mass
rneasurements [ 14 1. The ISOLTRAP has achieved a typical resolving power of about 1 x 106
and the accuracy of about LOO keV [ 15 ] for more than 100 unstable isotopes. A new
collection and cooling system are currently k i n g tested to replace the Paul trap for more
efficient injection of ions h t o the Penning trap [16 1.
A new instrument. the Canadian Penning Trap ( CPT ) mass spectrometer also uses the

cyclotron fkequency of stored ions to determine its mass. The CPT mass spectrometer was
originally designed and assembled at the TASCC faciiity of the Chalk River Laboratories by
a collaboration of three groups from the University of ~Manitoba. the Chalk River

Laboratones, and McGiii University. This second generation instrument was designed to carry
out precise mass rneasurements on both stable and unstable isotopes. After the TASCC
facility was shut down in Mach 1997, the CPT m a s spectrometer was moved to the ATLAS
facility of the A r g o ~ National
e
Laboratories. The CPT mass spectrometer was modified and
reassembled there [ 17 ] by a collaboration of four groups nom the Argonne National
-3-
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Laboratories, the University of Manitoba, McGU University, and Texas A & M University.
The Argonne Tandem Linear Accelerator System ( ATLAS ) is a superconducting h e a r
accelerator and offers a varîety of bearns. A layout of the ATLAS facility [ 18 ] is shown in

fig 1- 1. The FN-tandem electrostaticaccelerator can provide beams with A 4 2 . The electron
cyclotron resonance ( ECR ) ion source can provide ions for the Positive Ion Injector ( PII)
whch is capable of accelerating the upper half of the table of isotopes. The beams fkom the

PII or the FN-tandem rnay be then further accelerated by the Booster Linac and the ATLAS
Linac before they are delivered to the target areas. A wide variety of heavy ion beams from
Lithium to Uranium at energies sufficient to overcome the Coulomb barrier for the heaviest
target nuclei are available at this laboratory.
For the on-line rnass measurements, unstable isotopes are produced, using bearns fkom the
ATLAS facility, in heavy ion reactions in a target placed at the entrance of a gas-filied, split

pole, magnetic spectrometer. The products from the reactions recoiled out of the target are
analyzed in the rnagnetic spectrorneter. The species of interest are separated fkom the
transmitted primary beam and other unwanted contaminants at the focal plane of the rnagnetic
spectrometer. The selected species then pass through a thin window into a gas ceU containing
helium gas and are thermalized. The gas ceii is continuously evacuated through a segmented
h e a r radio-frequency quadrupole ( RFQ ) trap which extracts the ions from the gas and
accumulates them. M e n sufficient numbers of ions are accumulüted, they are ejected as an
ion bunch. Each ion bunch is guided to an entrance of the Paul trap in the CPT mass
spectrometer by a set of electrostatic lenses and steerers. A layout of an on-line rnass

Figure 1-1 :A layout of the ATLAS facility at the Argonne National Laboratory. The Canadian
Penning Trap ( CPT ) mass spectrometer is located in the target area II.
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rneasurernent set-up is shown in fig 1-2.
For the off-Line measurernents, ions of stable isotopes are produced using a pulsed Nd:
YAG laser. A pulse of light fiom the laser is used to create a burst of ions from a soiid sample

target in the CPT rnass spectrorneter. The ions are then guided to the entrance of the Paul
trap. The time of flight of the ions is used to select the species injected into the Paul trap
which is fded with helium buffer gas. Once inside the trap, ions lose their energy by collision
with the buffer gas and are trapped. When sufficient number of ions are riccumulated inside
the trap. they are transferred to the precision Penning trap for mass andysis. The cooiing and
accumulation set the initial conditions for both unstable and stable isotopes at the point of
transfer to the Pennùig trap and reduce the iikelihood of systematic effects in Our
measurements.
The Penning trap is located in a bore of a seif-shielding, 5.9 Tesla, superconducting
magnet which is more stable than the one used in the ISOLTRAP, and was designed to
achieve an accuracy of 1O-' for mass measurements of unstable isotopes ( half-life of up to
100 ms ) and 10-9for mass measurements of stable isotopes. The precise mass measurernents

are carried out by exciting the ions at their cyclotron frequency and detecting the resonance

with a time of flight (TOR technique [19].
In order to successfuily conduct precise mass measurements. it is important to identify and
elimùiate any systematic errors in the mass spectrorneter systern During Mar

- Dec 97',the

CPT mass spectrometer was successfuliy modified. reassembled and became operational at
the ATLAS facility of the ANL. For the fmt tirne, multiple pulse accumulation of ions in the
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Figure 1-2 :A layout of on-line mass measurement set-up for the CPT mass spectrometer.
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Paul trap was observed, and several systematic studies were conducted on the laser ion source

and the Paul trap. A 6rst sign of a resonance effect on gold was detected using the CPT mass
spectrometer. These are presented in Pedro Martinez's Master thesis [20]. This thesis is a
continuation of these systernatic studies conducted on the laser ion source and the Paul trap.
and it extends to several systematic studies conducted on the Penning trap. This thesis
explains detailed processes of fine tuning the CPT mass spectrometer system Finaiiy. the

cyclotron frequencies of gold and platinum isotopes are observed and the first mass
mesurernent using the CPT rnass spectrorneter is presented.

Chapter 2
Theory

The CPT rnass spectrorneter consists of two main components, a Paul trap for cooiing and
accumulation and a high-precision Penning trap for the mass deterrnination. The Paul trap
cools the ions through coilisions with a buffer gas while they are trapped in a threedimensionaiquadrupole fieid. When the ions are extracted fiom the Paul trap. the phase-space
occupied by the extracted pulse is mmipulated to obtain the optimum injection conditions
required by the Perining trap. Inside the Penning trap, ions are driven by RF fields and the
cyclotron frequency of the ions is determined using the time of flight ( TOF ) technique. In
this chapter, the ion motion inside a Paul trap and a Penning trap is described. Methods of
rnanipulating the phase-space are explained. Finally, the RF excitation of ions in the Penning
trap and the TOF technique to determine the cyclotron frequency are presented.

2.1 Paul Trap
A Paul trap is a device used to store charged particles in a limited volume. En this section.

the theory of ion motion in a Paul trap is presented. First, the ion motion in a two-dimensional
quadrupo le field is explained, and then it is extended to the ion motion in a t hree-dimensional
-9-

quadrupole 6eId which is the basic configuration for the Paul uap.

2.1.1 Quadrupole field

In a quadrupole field. the potentiai @ in the Cartesian CO-ordinatesx. y. and z is given by:

where 4, is the electric potentiai applied to the trap, r, depends on the physical structure of
the trap. and A. O , and y are constants determined by the nature of the field. Electrodynamics
demands that the Laplace's equation must be satisfied, therefore:

The foIlowing is required, except in the trivial case of @,=O. to satisw eq. 2.2:

A+o+y=O

2.1.2 Ion motion in a two dimensional quadrupole field
The two-dimensional field is given by setting y = O in eq. 2.1. Let's consider the case 1

_ - a = 1 which is recognized as a four-rod structure having hyperbolic cross section as
shown in fig 2- 1. When a DC voltage of U and an AC radio-fiequency voltage of Vcosot are

CHAPTER 2 :THEORY
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Figure 2 1 :The four rod electrode structure to construct a two dimensional quadrupole
field. Ideally, the electrodes have a hyperbolic cross section.

applied between adjacent rods, the potential in eq. 2.1 becornes:

@(-r.Y) =

(U -v

cos ut)

2 ro2

(x'

- y 2,

The equation o f motion of a charged particle of rnass m, and the charge q is found by

. .and

evaluating -qd@/dx.-qd$/dy, and -qd@/& using eq. 2.4 and equating them to rn i" m

..

rnz :

Now, introducing new parameters:

CttAPTER 2 :THEORY

By substituting these parameters, the eq. 2.5 is written in a form:

dLx
+ ( a , - 26, cos2ç)x = O
d T'

This eq. 2.7 is the canonicai Mathieu equation [SI] and has stable or unstable solutions
depending on the values of 4,q,b,, and b,. In order to keep the ions inside the rod structure,
both x and y trajectories have to be stable. Since the values of q, q,,b,

and b, are

proportional to the DC voltage of U and the R F amplitude of V, the rod structure is usuaiiy
operated close to the origin where the potentials are srnaii and easy to produce. The stability
'diagrarn of a region near the origin where the ions have bounded trajectories in both x and y
direction is shown in fig 2-2. The corresponding to By operation with a tixed U N ratio ( or
a/b ratio ), cuts the stability diagram as shown in the figure. Shce b, = b, = (q/m)( ?V/r,'o2),

if r, and o are fvted for a given V, it creates a lower bound ( b,, ) and an upper bound ( hi&)

which are associated with qlm In other words, a given V creates a window of

A(

m/q ) where

the ions are stable. The window could be moved up or down in m/q by increasing or
decreasing V respectively. The mass resolution depends on a slope of operating line U N
ratios.

1 Stability Diagram )

Mass scan line
a/b = U N = const

-

Figure 2 2 :A stability diagram showing the lowest stability region for x and y motion in the
mass filter. The mass resolution could be controlled by operatingat a certain mass scan line.
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2.1.3 Ion motion in a three dimensional quadrupole field
A three-dimensionai quachpole field is given by setting A = a = 1 and y = -2 in eq. 2.1.
This is recognized as three electrodes structure as shown in fig 2-3. This is &O c d e d the

Paul trap. The Paul trap has two end-cap electrodes which are hyperboloids of revolution
around the z axis, and one ring electrode which has a hyperbolic cross-section with the
dimensionai constraint of r,' = ZZ,'. A DC voltage of U and an AC radio-fiequency voltage
of Vcoswt are applied between the end-cap and the ring, then the potentid in eq. 2.1
becomes:

This creates a saddle-like potential shown in fig 2-4. The AC radio-frequency voltage
alternates its potentid and makes it possible to confine a particle in the three-dimensional
space. By changing eq. 2.8 to cyhdrical coordinates (x2 + y' = ? ), and evaluating -qd@/Sr

and -qd@/2z,the equation of motion becomes:

CHAPTER 2 :THEORY

Figure 2- 3 :A schernatic diagram of a Paul trap made of two end-cap electrodes which are
hyperboloidsof revolution around the zaxls, and one ring electrode which has a hyperbolic
cross-section. The three dimensional quadrupole field is obtained by applying OC voltage
of U and AC radio-frequency voltage of Vcoswt between the end-caps and the ring.
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Figure 2 4 : Quadrupole potential.
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Now, introducing new parameters:

By substituting these parmeters, eq. 2.9 is written in a form of the canonical Mathieu
equation:

d 'r
+ ( a , -26, cos2c)z = O
dg-

This has stable or unstable solutions depending on the values of q, 4, b, and b,. Similar to
the four rod structure. the mass resolution of Paul trap can be changed by operating with
different operating iine U N ratio ( or a h ratio ). If there was no DC voltage U applied to the
trap ( this is the condition in which we operate the Paul trap ), it would set a = O in eq. 2. IO
and the mass s c m line would Lie dong the b axis in a stability diagram. In such a case, we
could change a range of différent ion masses to be stored by varying the frequency of RF
applied to the trap.

The analytical solution of the Mathieu equation [ 21 ] can be expressed in a f o m

with p = a t ip. A and B are arbitrary constants which depend of the initial condition of the
ions. Ttie constants, cZnand p. depend on the values of %, a,., b, and b,. A solution is defïned
to be stable if f(ç) rernains finite as ç goes to + a;a solution is defïned to be unstable if f(~)
tends to

as Ç goes to + a.Ako in the case of a

* 0, one of the terrns ep' or

e-p' tendr to

becorne idbite as < goes to + a and the solution becomes unstable. Therefore, the condition

a = O is needed for stable solutions. By putting p = t iP into eq. 2.12. the stable solution
becomes:

The oscillation kequency term in eq. 2.13 is ( 2n + P )ç and the ions in the Paul trap osciliate

at:

with n = - -,

..., -.

The motion of ions inside the Paul trap is made up of a fundamental
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motion c d e d low-fkequency secular motion of frequency o, =

P d 2 , and higher order

motion caiied high-fiequency micromotion of fiequency o,.

2.2 Manipulation of Charged Particles
In the CPT mass spectrometer system, the Paul trap is designed to capture externaiiy
generated ions and the ions are ejected as a bunch to the Penning trap. The manipulation of
the ions into and out of such traps involves transverse focusing ont0 the trap aperture,
longitudinal time focusing into the proper time window, and energy focusing by modeing
the shape and rnomentum distribution of an ion bunch [22]. In this section, the spacernornentum coordinates are used to explain the manipulation of the ion bunch.

2.2.1 Phase space
The t h e it takes to manipulate the ion bunch is usudly very s

d so that ion-ion

interactions are insignificant compared to the effect of the applied electric field; in such a case,
the classical theorem of Liouville requires that the phase space volume of the ion bunch is
preserved everywhere. Therefore, the phase space is a usehil concept ro describe the
manipulation of the ion bunch.
For an ion bunch moving fieely through an ordinary space, the three spatial coordinates
x, y, and z with corresponding mornenta p., p,, and pzc m be treated independently. The phase

space volume of each set, ( x. p, ), ( y, p,), and ( z, pz ), is conserved. For example, consider
-20-

the x component of the ion bunch occupying a rectangle of width AX and height ap,. After a
time at, the ion bunch will retain its original momentum spread ap, but the ion bunch ( with
the ion mass of m) WUspread in the xdirection byan arnount (pX/2m)atas shown in fig2-5.
However, the area of the rnomentum-displacement paraiielogram is always conserved.
Sirnilarly, the area of mornentum-displacement parallelograms for the y and z components of
the ion bunch is also conserved.
In a case when the momentum spread is much smaller than the centrai momentum and the
velocities are non-relativistic, the momentum-displacement parallelograrn can be presented

in terms of energy and tirne as shown in fig 2-6. It has a relation aE,at = ap, az for the ion
bunch that is traveling in the z direction. The figure shows how the momentum-displacement
and energy-tirne paraiîelograms would change in tirne. The areas of both mornentumdisplacement and energy-time paraiielograms are conserved.

2.2.2 Manipulation of ion bunch
For the ion bunch that is traveling in the z direction, a transverse focusing of x and y
components ont0 a narrow trap aperture can be achieved by using an Einzel lens. The
momentum-displacement parallelogram of transverse focusing is shown in fig 2- 7. It shows
that a focus to a narrower width is only possible at the expense of the momentum spread since
the area of a momentum-displacement pardielogram is always conserved. Similarly, the
longitudinal time focusing into a proper time "window" can be achieved by sending the ion
bunch through a narrow gap and ramping an accelerating potential across it ( see fig 2-8 ).

-
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Initial configuration

-

Configuration
mer tims at

Figure 2 5 :The initial configuration is showing x component of ion bunch occupying a
rectangle of width AX and height ~p in a momentum-displacement space. After nt, the ion
bunch of the ions of mass m is spreading in the x direction by an amount ( p, / 2 m ) ~but
t the
area of the momenturn-displacement paralletagram is always consewed.
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Momantumdisplacement space

-

Energy Hme space

Figure 2- 6: An ion bunch in a rnomentum4isplacement and an energy-time parallelogmm
going through a focus is shown hem. The parallelograms on the left are for a tlme beforethe
focus; the parallelograms on the right are for a time atter the focus. The areas of both
momenturn-displacement and energy-time paraHelograms are consewed.

x

I
1
I
I

I I
I I

1

I
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lens

Figure 2- 7 :A momentum-displatament parallelogmm of transverse focusing. The initiaily
focused ion bunch. tfaveling in the z direction, is refocused by a Iens after diverging. The
diagram shows that a tocus to a nanower width is only possible at the expense of the
momentum spread.

-

Figure 2 8 :An energy-time dlagram of longitudinal time focusing. An initially focused ion
bunch is retocused by sending it through a nanow gap and ramping an accelerating
potentialacross it. The diagram shows mat a tocus to a nanowertime is only possible at the
expense of the energy spread. This technique can also be used to change the energy spread
of the ion bunch.

The figure shows that the previous tirne focused ion bunch is time refocused d e r going
t hrough the ramping cavity wit h at the expense of the energy spread. Also. this technique can

be used to change the energy spread of the ion bunch. but at the expense of thne spread.

2.3 Penning Trap
A Penning trap is geometncdy very sirnilar to the Paul trap except that a magnetic field

is ripplied along the symrnetry axis of the trap to confine ions radiaiiy. In this section, the
theory of ion motion in a Penning trap and the TOF technique to detect cyclotron resonance
are presented.

2.3.1 Ion motion in an ideal Penning trap
An ideal Pennuig trap is made up of three electrodes; two end-caps and one ring electrode;

the geometry of the trap is identical to the Paul trap as shown in fig 2-3 but a uniforrn
magnetic field is appiied along the z-axis. The field direction is taken along the positive z-axis
of the trap. In the ideal Penning trap. the surfaces of electrodes are i n f i t e hyperboloids of

revolution; two end-caps have a dimension given by:

and the ring electrode has a dimension given by:

In the presence of a homogeneous rnagnetic field B, an ion of charge q and of mass m
travels in a circular cyclotron motion. By choosing the rnagnetic fieId to be parallel to the z

axis, the cyclotron frequency o, is given by:

With the magnetic field, the ion is bound radiaiiy but c m stiü move dong the rnagnetic field
lines. Therefore. an electrostat ic r e s t o ~ gforce given by quadrupole po tential is applied to
bind the ion axiaily. Such a potential is written in the cylindricd coordinates as:

where V, is the DC voltage applied to the end-caps relative to the ring electrode. The d is the
trap dimension chosen to be given by:

From eq. 2.18, the axial motion of the ion is decoupled fiom the magnetic field and the
equation of motion is:

This is a simple harmonic motion and its axial tkequency ozis given by:

For the radiai motion o f the ion, there is an additionai electric potentid from eq. 2.18 and the

equation of motion becomes:

By putting r = e-'"'in eq. 2.22, the characteristic equation is obtained as:

This modifies the cyclotron motion, and in addition, introduces a new motion.
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These motions are independent oscillations and have the relationship:

where a+is caiied the modified cyclotron fiequency and o-is calied the slow rnagnetron
ikequency. This resultant motion consists of a fast modified cyclotron motion and a slow
magnetron motion with the same direction of rotaticn as the modified cyclotron motion. In
addition, the ion oscillates hitrmonically d o n g the z-mis. These motions are shown
schematicaily in fig 3-9. The relationship between o+and o-c m also be shown t o be:

w;

+O!

+ 4= O,?

rv ith

The determination of o, is very important in a precise mass measurement since ocdepends
oniy on the m a s , charge and magnetic field. It c m be seen in eq. 3.25 that occannot be
observed directly; however, it c m be determined by obsewing the individual frequencies a+
and o-or by observing the surn of o, + o-.
This is achieved by radio-frequency ( RF )
excitation of the ions in the Penning trap and detecting a resonance by the TOF technique.
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Magnetron motion

Modified cyclotron motion
O+

0.
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Figure 2 9 :A schematic diagram of ion motions in a Penning trap. The motions consist of
a fast modified cyclotron motion with a small radius carried along by a slow magnetron
motion in a large orbit with the same direction of rotation as the modified cyclotron motion.
In addition, the ion oscillates hamonically along the z-axis and its motion is called the axial
motion.

2.3.2 R F excitation
To analyze the effect of RF excitation, the ion motion is expressed using velocity vectors.
Brown and Gabrielse [ 23 ] have presented a method to separate the magnetron and modined
cyclotron motion by introducing velocity vectors, V' and V-,defined as:

where

p is the displacement vector fiom the axis and the p is the velocity vector relative to

the ais. The V' is the velocity of the rnodified cyclotron motion seen in a reference f r m e of
the rnagnetron motion and vice versa. This is shown in fig 2- 10. The equation of motion under
the action of an electrostatic field E( p,t ) c m be written as:
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-

Figure 2 10 : An example of a decomposition of the rnagnetron and modified cyclotron
motion into V and V This is a moment when the magnetron and the modified cyclotron
radii line up to give maximumdisplacement from the trap center. p isthe displacement vector
and p is the velocity vector. The velocity component V ' i s the velocity of the modifiecl
cyclotron motion seen in a teference frame of the magnetron motion and vice versa.
+

'.
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In a case of azimuthal dipole excitation, the solutions for V
' and V-are completely
decoupled. For an applied oscillating dipole field of a fonn E, = E, coso,t, its solution has a
form:

au ith

This solution shows that the amplitude of the motion increases as o,approaches o+or o-.
Sirnilarly, the ion motion in radial plane in the Cartesian coordinate c m be written as:

The power, P,absorbed by an ion in the dipole field is given by:

Consequently, there is an individual resonance at o+or o-and the dipole excitation can be
used to obtain individual kquencies. There is no resonance at o,= o,+ o-.
In order to see
a resonance at w,. a higher order azimutha1 multipole field must be applied.

The equations of motion with an azimutha1 quadrupole field of a fonn Ex= - E,y and E y

-E,x are:

In order to solve the equation of motion, x and y are expressed in terms of Vx2and Vr as:

Then eq. 2.3 1 becomes:

If the ions are driven by a quacinipole field oscilkithg at a,, k could be expressed as
k=hcosq,t in eq. 2.33. The solution to this equation of motion has a f o m

where AS(t) is the modified cyclotron and the slowly varying magnetron radii. By going
through the steps given in [ 24 1, AZ(t)is shown to be:

w ith

where 4, and 4- are RF phases of the radial motion. By substituting eq. 2.35 into eq. 2.34,
the solutions for the equations of motion become:

With E, = Iet and putting x and y components of eq. 2.36 into eq. 2.33, there are slowly
varying terrns for o,= Zo-,Zo,.and a+*-.
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This can be seen more easily in the power absorbed by an ion in the field, given by:

The first two resonances at 20-or 2w+give an exponentiai increase in the corresponding radii.
In the third resonance at o++o-= oc,the magnetron and the modified cyclotron motions are
coupled. At the resonance fiequency, o,,these motions are coupled such that a continuous
conversion of magnetron into modified cyclotron motion and vice versa takes place. The time
it taken for the conversion Erom one to the other is given by:

From eq. 2.33, eq. 2.38 and the approximation w+ >> w-, it foliows that the appropriate
appiied potential V, required to completely convert mgnetron to modified cyclotron motion
for a given excitation tirne T, is:
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2.3.3 TOF technique to detect cyclotron resonance
The magnetic field in the Penning trap is homogeneous but it decreases quadraticaiiy
outside the trap. When an ion in a Penning trap with a pure rnagnetron motion is excited with
an azimutha1 quadrupole field for a tirne T, = T,o,,,,io,, the rnagnetron motion is transformed

into a pure rnodified cyclotron motion. Then, the ion gains in radiai energy, because of
o+»o-, and this energy gain c m be detected by ejecting the ion fkom the trap and sending

it through a region of lower magnetic field. The radial energy of ions gained from the resonant
excitation is converted into axial kinetic energy by the magnetic tield gradient. This
conversion of the radial energy into the axial energy is shown in fig 2- 1 i . The ion wiii gain
more radial energy as the excitation frequency approaches its resonant frequency. The ions
with more radiai energy wiii then gain more axial energy when the ions are ejected f?om the
trap. Consequently, the tirne of flight wiii become shorter as excitation frequency approaches
the resonant frequency. By exciting the ion with different o, values and recording the
resulting TOF. It is possible to examine the TOF of the ions as a function of the exciting
frequency. The cyclotron fkequency of the ion may then be located at the minima of this TOF
spectmm The line shape is determined by Fourier transforrn of the applied RF for a duration
of T,.

Magnctic field line
outside the Penning

-P

Ion orbiting with
radial energy

11

Ions from h Penning trap

-

Figure 2 11 :Effect of the magnetic field gradient on the ion's motion. The radial energy is
converted into the axial kinetic energy.
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For a dipole excitation w it h frequency o,applied for a time T
,, Fourier transfonn w il1 give
the energy I( o, ) in a motion of w, at the end of this period as:

The radial energy gained at the end of azimuthal dipole excitation is shown in fig 2- 12. The
full width at half maximum ( FWHM ) of TOF peak obtained with this energy gain is given

in Hz by:

0.89
F W H M =Trf

For a quadrupole excitation with fiequency o, applied for a t h e TT, the energy I( o,)

gain is given by Fourier transform as:

W,)

sin' ( w , ~ , ),

OF

Ob

w ith

The radial energy gained at the end of azhuthal quadrupole excitation is shown in fig 2- 13.
The line shape corresponds to the energy transformationof initial pure magnetron motion into
-39-
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Figure 2 12 : Radial energy at the end of the application of an azimuthal dipole excitation.

1 Conversion of a+to a-energy )

-

Figure 2 13 : Radial energy at the end of the application of an azimuthal quadrupole
excitation. These line shapes correspond to the energy transformation of initially pure
magnetron motion into ( a ) a pure cyclotron motion, ( b ) both cyclotron and magnetron
motion with equal amplitude, and ( c ) again a pure magnetron motion.

( a )

a pure cyclotron motion, ( b ) both cyclotron and magnetron motion with equal

amplitude, and ( c ) again a pure magnetron motion. The full width at halfmaximum (FWHM)
of TOF peak obtained with the full conversion of initial pure magnetron motion into a pure
cyclotron motion is given in Hz by:

FWHM

.=

O .8
Trf

2.4 Atomic Mass
The atomic rnass of the nuciide under investigation is determined fiom the cyclotron
frequency ratio (R=v/v,,)

of a pair of positive ions. This is the final direct result of a CPT

mass spectrometer mass measurement. The inverse of a f?equency ratio is multiplied by the
atornic mass of the reference isotope G, minus the electron mass q.The electron mass m,
is subtracted and added at the end because the fÏequency ratio is obtained lÎom singly charged
ions in the trap.

The contribution of the binding energy of the electron is much srnaller than that of the total

error of the present CPT mass measurernents and therefore neglected.
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Chapter 3
CPT Mass Spectrometer

A schematic view of the CPT mass spectrometer in its off-line ( or stable isotopes mass

measurernents ) mode used for this work is shown in fig 3- 1. The CPT rnass spectrometer is
made up of five major sections: the ionization chamber, the Paul trap chamber, the magnet
rnatching section, the Penning trap, and the TOF section. The 4.5 meters ta11 instrument is
held vertically and is supported by a square-bitsed tower. A 1.2 by 1.2 meters platform
supporting the superconducting rnagnet is located 2.8 meters above ground and is used to f5.ü
the magnet cryostat with cryogenic liquids. In this chapter, each section of the CPT mass
spectrometer is explained, and other components ( superconducting mgnet, vacuum system,
ion detection. and data acquisition ) essential for running the CPT mass spectrometer are
presented.

3.1 Nd: YAG laser
The laser system used in the CPT mass spectrometer consists of a pulsed Nd: YAG laser.
The laser provides an infiared fundamental radiation output at 1064 n m and energy of up to
370 ml. A fkequency doubling module is attached to the laser so that the ernitted radiation is
-43-
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Figure 3 1 :A schematic diagram of the CPT mass spectrometer in its off line set-up. The
CPT mass spectrometer is divided into 5 major sections: lonization chamber, Paul trap
chamber, Magnet matching section, Penning trap and TOF section.
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at the visible wavelength of 532 nm The laser provides 5 ns pulses with a repetition rate of
20 Hz and energy up to 165 ml. The output beam has a chneter of 5 mm and the beam
divergence is 0.43 milliradian. The beam is first guided through a polarizer, two prisms, an
aperture, and an optical lem and then sent into the ionization chamber as shown in fig 3-2.
The polarizer is rotated to control the intensity. The intensity of the laser bearn as a function
of the polarizer setting was deterrnined so that the intensity could be controlled fkom 5

- 20

ml. Two prisms are used to dign the path of the beam so that it hits the target. The laser
beam is focused on the target by an optical lens with a focd length of 30.5 cm

The beam path is located weii away fkom the eye level and is totaily enclosed for safety.
Two access ports d o w adjustments to the position of the prisms for the alignrnent of the laser
b e m During the normal operation of the laser, an interlock system autornaticaily shuts down

the laser ifthe integrity of the enclosure is broken. During the alignrnent of the laser, a trained
operator is allowed to override the opticalenclosure interlock providing the door leading into
the CPT mass spectrometer room is closed.

3.2 lonization chamber
A schematic diagram of the ionization chamber is shown in fig 3-3. The target holder can

hold up to 3 samples and is set at near ground potential. There is also an aperture on the
target holder for allowing ions produced by o n - h e ion-source to be injected into the CPT
mass spectrometer ( see Chapter 1 ). Ions produced in a burst by a pulse fiom the laser are
-45-
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Wavelength : 532 nm
Energy : 165 mJ ( Max )

Prism 2

Polarizet
Energy : 5

/

- 20 mJ

/
/
/
Aperture

/

/

4"

Prism 1

-

To the ionizati
cham ber
Window

Figure 3 2 :A schematic diagram of the laser path before entering the ionization chamber.
First, the pulses from the laser go through a polarizer which cuts down the energy to about
5 20 mJ. The first prism controls the angle of the laser entering the ionizationchamber; the
second prism lets the operator t o adjust the beam to hit the sample target. A lens is used to
focus the beam onta the sarnple target.

-
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MCP 1
7

Aperture O
Nd: Yag laser pulse
\
\
\

1

@

1

15

Einzel lens 1
Drift tube

Target holder

Figure 3-3 :A schematlc diagram of the ionization chamber. The deflector is used to bring
the unstable isotopes into the CPT rnass spectrorneter system during the on-line
measurements.
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accelerated upward by the electric potential on the three acceleration plates located just above
the target holder. Then, the ion beam is transported through a drift tube maintained at a drift
tube potential of approximately 1 kV.
Additionai ion-optical elements ( steerers and Einzel Ienses, etc. ) are placed inside the
drift-tube. A steerer ( Quad 1 ) is used to steer the ion beam and an Einzel lens ( Einzel lens
1 ) is used to focus the ion beam into the 3 mm entrance aperture (Aperture O ) of the Paul

trap. The steerer is made of an annular electrode which is segmented in quarters. The drift
tube potential is appiied to the steerer and a DC power supply ailows an operator to offset
it on the opposite electrodes by equal amount but in opposite polarity to steer the ion beam.
The Einzel lens is made of three consecutive annular electrodes. The drift tube potential is
applied to the first and the third electrodes; the potential on the second electrode is adjusted
to focus the ion beam into the entrance Aperture O of the Paul trap ( diameter of 3 mm ). A
micro-channel plate ( MCP 1 ) is located just above the Aperture O to rnonitor the arriva1 time

and intensity of the ion beam. Ali the MCP's are mounted to mechanical iinear feedthroughs
so that they c m be replaced with a section of drift tube. The typical potentiais appiied to the
elements in the ionization chamber are shown in table 3.1.
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Target holder
First plate ( acceleration plates )

1

-35

1

-550

Middle plate ( acceleration plates )

-985

Quad 1

-985

Ionization chamber : drift tube

1

-985

Einzel lens 1

- 170

MCP I tube

-750

1

Table 3.1 : A typical potential settfngs in the ionization chamber.

3.3 Paul trap chamber
A schematic diagram of the Paul trap chamber is shown in fig 3-4. The ion beam ffom the

ionization chamber is focused ont0 the Paul trap entrance, captured by the Paul trap and
cooled with a buffer gas inside the trap. The Paul trap consists of a central ring electrode and
two end-caps as shown in fig 3-5. The trap has a distance z, = 1.2 cm and a ring radius of 1.7
c m There is a gas inlet on the ring electrode to introduce a buffer gas to the trap. The endcaps contain holes with a diameter of 0.6 cm to dlow the ions to enter and leave the trap.
Because these holes would aliow the electnc field created by the drift tube to penetrate inside
the trap, a deceleration electrode, set at an intermediate potential between the drift tube
potential and the Paul trap potential, near ground potential is provided. The deceleration
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Figure 3 5 : A schematic diagram of the Paul trap.
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electrode &O slows down the ions entering the Paul trap. Once enough ions are accurnulated
inside the trap, ions are ejected tiom the trap as an ion bunch. The rarnping cavity located at
the exit of the trap is used to correct for the energy spread of the extracted ions. The RFQ
Iens is used to focus the ion bunch ont0 an aperture ( Aperture 1 ). The Apertures O and 1 are
used to isolate the other vacuum sections fiom the Paui trap region which is at a much higher

-

pressure of 10' Torr because of the buffer gas. A micro-channel plate ( MCP 2 ) may be
used to rnonitor the ion bunch coming out of the trap. The ion beam is then transporteci
through a drift tube maintained lit a dnft tube potential of approxirrüitely 2 kV. The typicai
potentials appiied to the elements in the Paui trap chamber are shown in table 3.2.

1

Paul trap : correction electrode

1

-60

I

Paul trap DC

I

-45

Paultrap:356kHzRF

1

.

1

700

Top end-cap ( capture )

120

Top end-cap ( eject )

- 150

Bottom end-cap ( ejecc )

20

Ramp cavity DC

-130

RFQ lens

-1 100

1

MCP 2 tube
--

Paul trap chamber : drift tube

-1100
-1900

Table 3.2 :A typical potential settings in the Paul trap chamber.
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in order to capture or eject ions tiom the trap, high voltage puises are applied to the endcaps. In addition, a RF potentiai must be applied between the end-caps and the ring. This is
achieved by the circuitry shown in fig 3-6. A RF signal Iiom a waveform generator is
arnplified and applied through a transformer. This signal is coupled with a capacitor and
added to the DC bias of the trap, and then applied to the ring. The capacitance C is chosen
carefuliy to allow the LC circuit to resonate at the desired RF frequency and to obtain a
maximum amplitude for the RF applied to the trap. A switch on the box aiiows an operator
to select one of two settings: one which gives a maximum amplitude of 700 Vp-p at 356 kHz
and another which gives a maximum of 650 Vp-p at 670 kHz. An adjustable trirn capacitor
is avadable to fine tune the circuit. The end-caps are connected to fast high voltage (FET)
switches for applying the capture and the ejection pulses. Since the top end-cap is switched
between three dflerent voltages, it is connected to two switches and protected by diodes.

3.4 Magnet matching section
The ejected ions fiom the Paul trap are then prepared for the injection to the Penning trap;
their trajectories are controlled so that ions enter the Penning trap nearly parailel to the
magnetic field lines. The rnagnet matching sections are divided into two c hambers by a valve
( V6 valve ).

A schematic diagram of a chamber below V6 valve is shown in fig 3-7.The ion bunch

transported through the Aperture 1 is steered ( by Quad 3 ) and refocused to another aperture
-53-
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Figure 3 6 : A schematic diagram of the Paul trap circuitry. The switch boxes are used for
applying the capture and the ejection pulses. Since the top end-cap is switched between
three voltages, it is connected to two switches and protected by diodes.
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Strass ring
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Aperture 1

Figure 3-7 : A schematic diagram of the chamber just after the Paul trap chamber.
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( Aperture 2 ) by an Einzel Iens ( Einzel lem 2 ). A micro-channel plate (

MCP 3 ) is placed

just before the Aperture 2 to monitor the ions. This series of apertures is needed to further
isolate the other vacuum sections fiorn the Paul trap section as described earlier. The ion
bunch focused at the Aperture 2 is steered ( by Quad 3 ), transported through a drift tube
rnaintained at a drift tube potential of approximately 2 kV, and guided to the next chamber.
A schematic diagram of the next charnber is shown in fig 3-8. The ion bunch goes through

another set of steerers ( Quad 4 ) and an Einzel Iens ( Einzel lem 3 ). An aperture (Aperture
3 ) is placed to let only the weii-centered ions pass through before they enter the very strong

magnetic field region. A last micro-channel plate ( MCP 4 ) before the Penning trap is located
just above the Aperture 3 to monitor the ions. After MCP 4, ions are transported through a
drift tube, miiintained at ri drift tube potential of approximately 2 kV,to the entrance of the
Penning trap.
The two charnbers are separated by a valve ( V6 ). When opened, the valve creates a gap
between the drift tubes. Therefore, electrodes are added on both sides of the valve to
compensate for the gap between two drift tubes and to produce a more uniform potential field
near the gap. At the time of the experiment, the potential of Quad 3 was set at much lower
than the drift tube potential so that Quad 3 was used as a Iens to focus ions on MCP 4. It was
later found that one of the pins which was comected to the stress ring for V6 was not
comected. After the pins was comected, the potential setting of Quad 3 was set back to the
drift tube potential. The typical potentials applied to the elements in the magnet matchhg

section is shown in table 3.3.
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Figure 3 8 : A schematic diagram of the chamber above V6 valve in the magnet matching
section.
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1

Quad 2

1

MCP 3 tube

- 1900

1

-1900

1

Quad 3

1
1

1

Lens chamber : drift tube

1

-1900

1

1

Stress ring : V6

1

-2100

(

1

MCP 4 tube

1

-1900

1

--

-

-950

1

- 1900

Drift tube

Table 3.3 : A typical potential settings in the magnet matching section.

3.5 Penning trap

The Penning trap consists of a centrai ~g electrode and two end-caps just like the Paul
trap, but the ring electrode is divided into four quadrants to provide the W excitation. A
schernatic diagram and a picture of the Pennhg trap is shown in fig 3-9 and fig 3 - 10
respectively. The trap has a distance z, = 1.0 cm and the ring radius is 1.16 cm; these give
the characteristic distance to be d = 8.4 mm ( fkorn eq 2.19 ). The end-caps contain holes
with a diameter of 0.5 cm to allow the ions to enter and leave the trap. These holes let the
electric field created by the neighboring drift tubes penetrate inside the trap, therefore the top
and bottom correction tubes are added to minimize the effect. Also, the top and bottom
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-

Figure 3 9 : A schematic diagram of the Penning trap. The trap consists of a central ring
etectrode and two end-caps just like the Paul trap, but the ring eiectrodes are divided into
four quadrants. The characteristic dimension of trap is d = 8.4 mm.
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-

Figure 3 10 :A phetograph of the Penning trap. One of the quadrants of the Penning trap
ring is removed to show the inside of the trap. A Canadian dollar is placeâ ta show the size
of the trap.
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correction rings are added to compensate for the effects of the finite size of the trap. A high
precision 20 channel voltage divider which is stable to IO-' Volts is used for the DC voltages
on the Penning trap. The Penning trap is set at near ground potential. The typical potentials
applied to the elernents for a 5 volts Penning trap is shown in table 3.4.

1

1

Bottom deceleration electrode

1

-200

1

Top deceleration electrode

1

- 10

1

1

Bottom correction tube

1

7.35

1

1
1

1
1

Bottom end-cap
Bottom correction ring
Penning trap : ring DC

1

5
2.25

1
1

O

1

Top correction ring

2.25

Top end-cap

5

Top correction tube

7.35

1

Table 3.4 : A typical potential settings in the 5 Volts Penning ttap.

For a 5 Volts trap. the end-cap potential is set 5 Volts higher than the ring DC potential.
Each of the pair of potentials on the top and bottorn end-caps, the correction rings, and the
correction tubes are set to the same values, so as to keep the field inside the trap symmetric.
When a diffèrent trap depth is chosen, the voltage ratios between the correction tubes and the

end-caps and between the correction rings and the end-caps are kept the sarne.

-
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3.6 TOF section
A s the ions ejected fkom the Penning trap drift slowly through the h g e field of the
magnet inside a 40 cm long drift tube TOF A, the radial energy of the ions is converted to the
axial kinetic energy. This section is designed so that an almost complete conversion of the
radial e n e r m uito axial energy is achieved. The ions are transported without any loss to a
micro-charnel plate ( MCP 5 ) located outside the bore of the superconducting rnagnet 98 cm

from the trap center. Because of the variation in the initial energy and the diverging mgnetic
field, an acceleration of the ions through TOF B, C, D, and E, and an additionai Einzel lens
with TOF F, G, and H, are needed to efficiently transport the ions ont0 lMCP 5. A schemtic
diagram of t he TOF section is shown in fig 3- 1 1 and the typical potentials applied in the TOF
section is shown in table 3.5.
A vaive, V10,is available to isoiate the charnber containing MCP 5 from the rest of the

instrument. This allows easy and fast replacement of the detector without disturbing the
vacuum in the trap region. This valve also creates a gap where there are no electrodes
between the drift tube H and 1. Therefore, another set of stress rings H and 1 are added on
both sides of the valve to compensate for the gap between two drift tubes and produce a more
unifonn potential field near the gap.
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Figure 3 11 :A schematic diagram of TOF section.
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1

TOF A

1

-0.05

1

1

TOF B

1

-350

1

1

-650

1

TOF C

1

1

1
1
1
I

TOF D
TOF E

1

-850

1

TOF F

1 - 1 5 0 0

(

TOF G

1

1

TOF H
Stress ring : H

-700

1
I

1
-400

I

1

-400

1

I

Stress ring : 1

1

TOF 1

Table 3.5 :A typical potential settings in the TOF section.

3.7 Superconducting Magnet
The one of most important experimental parameters in the Penning trap is the rnagnetic
field. The superconductllig magnet, custom made by Nalorac, was selected for the CPT rnass
spectrometer system It is a 5.9 Tesla, self-shielding, superconducthg solenoid with a
homogeneity of dB/B= 2x 10~'over a cubic cm A schematic diagram of the rnagnet is shown
in fig 3- 12. The cryogenic dewar is 94 cm taü and 77 cm wide. and h a a holiow bore of 10

cm diameter dong its axis. The center of the magnetic field is Iocated 37 cm fkom the bottom
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Figure 3 12 :A schematic ot the Superconductirtg magnet. The center of the magnetic field
is located 37 cm from the bottom of dewar where the Penning trap is placed.
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of dewar where the Penning trap is placed. The superconducting solenoid is bathed in a 60Liter liquid helium reservoir which is covered by the helium vapor cooled shields. This shield
is surrounded by the 90 Liter iiquid nitrogen reservoir and the whoie assembfy is surrounded

by the superinsulation materiai.
The field fluctuations normally present in the experimentd area kom existing equipment
such as the split pole magnet or the moving large bodies of magnetic materials can contribute
a shift in the measured resonance frequency of approxirnately 0.2 ppm with a conventional

superconducting magnet. Therefore, the superconducting solenoid is uniquely designed to

stabilize the superconducting flux ( Iiom the outside perturbations

) at

the center of the

magnet. In addition to this, the magnet contains nine superconducting coils called the shim
coils which allow adjustment of the field homogeneity at the center. These shuncoils are used
for compensation of the field in three directions. The axial correction is provided from first
order through third order. and the radial correction is provided f5om first through second
order: z. z', z3.x. y, xz. yz. xy, and x2-y' ( see fig 3- 12 ).
During the initial energizing of the shim CO&,there was a problem; the s h u n coils for z,

xz. and yz directions were found t~ be not fhctioning. Without these three shim coils, the
average field in a cubic cm volume at the center of the Penning trap is 5.889375 t 0.000001
Tesla [20] ( or dBB= 1 . 7 IO-'
~ over cm3 ). The effect of this on Our precision m a s
measurements is discussed later ( read sec 6.1.1 ).
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3.8 Choice of Materials used in the Penning Trap
The performance of the rnagnet can &O be ruined by the poor choice of the materials used
in the Penning trap and its associated parts. The magnetic susceptibüity of the materials can
alter the value and the uniformity of the magnetic field inside the bore of the magnet, and also
the susceptibility of most of materiais is sensitive to the ambient temperature. Therefore, the
materials used in the trap are carefuliy chosen; the trap is made of gold-plated oxygen free
high conductivity ( OFHC ) copper which has very low susceptibiiity. However. despite its
Iow magnetic susceptibility, OFHC copper still distorts the magnetic field appreciably.
Consequently, the thickness of the trap is carefuiiy designed to minimize the field perturbation
at the trap center. A sirnilar care is taken to design the MACOR insulators which hold the trap
electrodes together. It is noted that the gold plating of the materials also helps to keep the
trap region fiee of contaminants and at ultra high vacuum. A care is also exercised in
choosing the materiai for the vacuum tube which houses the Penning trap. The OFHC copper
cannot be used there because of its softness, so the tube is made with pure molybdenum
which has much lower magnetic susceptibility than the cornrnonly used nonmagnetic stainless
steel.
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3.9 The Vacuum System
The vacuum system of the Cm mass spectrometer is shown in fig 3-13. It is îünctionaiiy
divided into two major sections. Section 1 comprises the ionization chamber, the Paul trap
charnber, and the lens chamber. The vacuum achieved in the section 1 varies depending on
the flow rate of the buffer gas used in the Paul trap. The Paul trap is operated at about IO4
Torr with the buffer gas. The V2 valve in the transfer section isolates the vacuum from the
split pole magnet and the ATLAS b a r n lines. Section 2 includes the cryo chamber, the
Penning trap, and the TOF section. This section is maintained at ultra high vacuum
approaching 10-IoTorr. A valve ( V6 ) functions to isolate section 1 from section 2.
In the section 1, the main vacuum pumps are three 350 Ys turbo-rnolecular pumps: TP 1,
TP2, and TP3 in the ionization chamber, in the Paul trap chamber, and in the lens charnber
respectively. They are backed by two mechanical pumps: Pl for TP 1 and TP2. and P2 for
TP3. Each charnber is separated by an aperture for the purpose of differential pumping to
operate the Paul trap at about IO-' Torr and other chambers at much lower pressure as
discussed earlier.
In section 2, the main vacuum pumps are one 1500 Vs cryogenic pump, CP 1. located just
below the magnet and one 350 Us turbo-rnolecular pump. TP4. located above it. TP4 is

backed by a mechanical pump, P3. The pressure in the PeMing trap region is kept at about
a IO-'' Torr level. The pressure in sections 1 and 2 are rneasured with thermocouple (TC#)
and ionization gauges ( 1 # ) located at dfierent places as shown in fig 3- 13. The typical

pressure readings are shown in table 3.6. The actual pressure inside the Paul trap was
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Figure 3 13 :A schematic diagrarn of the vacuum system and location of the gauges. The
turbo molecular pumps ( TP # ) are backed up by the mechanical pumps ( P t ). CP1 1s the
cryogenic pump and V#'s are the valves. Thennocouple gauges( TC# ) and ion gauges ( I#)
are located different places to monitor the vacuum system.
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estimated to be about 10 times higher than that of those reading o n the ionization gage 12

vol.
The vacuum system is monitored and controlled by a programable logic controtier (PLC).
The PLC has three essentid parts: input modules, a CPU, and output modules. The input
modules detect the status of the various vacuum devices, the CPU then processes a userwritten program, and the output modules execute commands to control the vacuum devices.
The PLC programcode is written with 'TISOFT' stage programrning language. This is sirnilar
to a relay ladder logic code but with the addition of stages which are subdivided ïnto several
subroutines. The program monitors the status of digital inputs which are binary with Low =
OV and High = 24 V.

The PLC d s o rnonitors the pressure, the cooling water for the pumps, the air pressure for
the valves, and d o w s a safeguard system which protect the instruments fiom rnisuse,
accidents and power faiiures. In the event of a fdure in the vacuum system, the PLC turns
off di the high voltages applied to the electrodes, closes di the valves, and the pumps are shut

down, and aiso high purity nitrogen gas is introduced fkom N2 vents to prevent the backing
up of pump oil into the system The venting with clean nitrogen allows the system to regain

a good vacuum much faster afier the system is vented. The only exception is the CP 1 which
is not controlied by the PLC. The cryo purnp takes several hours to reach operational

temperature so it is left mnning di the times and the V8 valve is closed to isolate it from the
system in a case of failure.
There are two modes of operation in the vacuum system; they are the m u a l mode and
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( a ) Base pressure

( b ) Operation pressure

Table 3.6 :(a) A typical pressure readings without the helium buffer gas in the CPT mass
spectrometer system. (b) A typical pressure readings with the helium buffer gas in the
system.
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the autornatic mode. The manual mode permits an operator to operate the pumps and valves
with sorne restrictions to protect the hardware. Once the normal high vacuum condition is
reached, the vacuum system can be set to the automatic mode. The autornatic mode assumes
the control of the system and inhibits manual ovemdes while monitoring contùiuously for
abnormal conditions. The section 1 and 2 are monitored independently by the PLC.In a case
of failure in section 1, only section 1 is shut down and section 2 is kept at a high vacuum by
closing the V6, and vice versa. The V6 valve functions to isolate sections 1 fkom section 2
so it is therefore controiied by both sections. The V6 valve can be opened only when the
system is in the automtic mode in whichcase both section 1 and 2 are in normal high vacuum
condition. There are dso auto start-up and shut down sequences to start or shut down the
system safely and properly.

3.1 0 Ion Detection
In the CPT mass spectrorneter system, there are five micro-channel plate

(

MCP )

detectors, Located dong the ion path, to monitor arriva1 time and intensity of the ions. An
MCP is made of a leaded-glass disc containhg thousands of tiny pores etched into it. The

pores are typically 10 pm in diameter. When an ion strikes the wali of a channel. it fkees an
electron via secondary electron ernission. The inner surface of each pore is coated with a lead
oxide glass. On subsequent collision of the secondary electrons with the walls, multiple
secondary electrons are released. A potential dBerence of about lûûû volts is applied across
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the MCP to accelerate electrons fkom one side to the other. Eventuaiiy. the cascade process
of s e c o n d q electrons yields a cloud of several thousand electrons ernerging fkom the other
side of the charnel. The channels are slightly angled at about 10 degrees to prevent the
incident ions from passing through. The amplification factor of a MCP c m be increased by
stacking multiple K P s on top of one other. A stable gain of about 10' electrons per incident
ion is obtained.

AU the MCPs in the CPT mass spectrometer use the configuration shown in fig 3- 14. In
our case. two MCPs are stacked o n top of one other with opposing tilt directions. A potentid
différence of 1 7 0 to 1900 Volts is appiied to the first plate and a voltage divider with 2.2

M P resistors distributes the bias to the second MCP. The second MCP and the signal plate
are grounded through a 100 Ki2 resistor.

3.1 1 Data Acquisition
The control of the mass spectrometer and the data acquisition are done using a VMS
computer, a CAMAC crate, and assorted delays and fkequency synthesizers which are
controlied through an IEEE-488 ( GPIB ). The VMS computer is coupled to the CAMAC
crate through a SCSI port and provides the user interface into the system The main logic
circuit is shown in fig 3- 15.
A pulse of ions created by the laser is captured by the Paul trap. The laser trigger is

synchronized to the RF so that ions are captured in the trap at a certain phase of RF. This
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( -i7ûû--19ûû Volts )
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Second MCP

Figure 3 14 : Multiple MCP configuration uoed for ion detection in the CPT maso
spectromaer system. Two MCPs are stacked on top ot one other with opposing tilt
directions. From the anode, a coaxial cable is used to minimize the noise in the signal.
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Figure 3 15 :Main logic circuit used in the CPT mass spectrometer system.
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synchronization is achieved by generating a timing pulse phase locked to the RF. When the
desired number of pulses are accumulated in the Paul trap, the ions are transferred to the
Penning trap. The ejection of ions firom the Pau1 trap is also synchronized to the RF in a
similar way to the capture. A series of RF signals are applied to the Penning trap. The output

ofMCP 5 is comected to the input of a fast pre-amplifier, routed through a discriminator, and
is accumulated in a CAMAC multi-channel scalar ( LMCS: rnodel 352 1A ) to obtain TOF
peak. With an input of 1 LMHZdock to *MCS, it counts the number of ions in a time bin of 1
ps and goes through for 256 bins. The computer then sends a signal which triggers the next
transfer of an ion bunch to the Penning trap. A typical sequence of events for a single
merisurement is summarized in fig 3- 16. ( Evaportition is expiained in sec 5.4 )
Cornputer controlled delays were used to precisely set the timing of dEerent tasks. It is
also responsible for reading the MCS. The computer uses a Fortran prograrn to read a tile
(caiied CONTROL-PAR) which contains aU the control parameter ( timing and delays for aU
the signals, fiequencies for excitation in the Penning trap, dnving frequency steps etc ). The
data acquisition prcgram is divided into three main components; they are caiied TrapDisp,
TrapDaq, and TrapAnal. TrapDisp controls the aii the user interface hnctions such as menu,
commands, and buttons through a graphical user interface ( GUI ). It dso displays various
spectra. TrapDaq controls the data acquisition through the LMCS.Fhdly, TrapAnal handles
the di the on-line anaiysis of the data and also stores the data ont0 a magnetic tape for the
off-line analysis.
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Figure 3 16 : Timing sequence of one measurement cycle as needed for a cyclot~on
resonance determination.
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Chapter 4

Paul Trap Operation

In order to capture. accumulate the ions produced by the ion source. and eject, careful
control over rnany parameters is essential. For example. it is critical for the pulse of ions be
extracted from the Paul trap at a particuiar RF phase. However. such a parameter has never
been studied in d e t d More. In this chapter. we wiU present several studies essential for Our

Paul trap operation and describe the techniques used to capture, accumulate a number of
sequential ion pulses, and eject the accumulated ions. Table 4.1 is a surnmary of the electric
potential settings for the various elements of CPT mass spectrometer system.

4.1 Laser ton Source

The laser desorption was done by hitting the target material with the pulsed Nd: YAG
laser The laser was triggered by a firing trigger ( c d e d Q switch ) at a certain phase of the

RF on the Paul trap. This was achieved by generating a timing pulse generated bom the W
and synchronized to the Q switch. When the Q switch was triggered, a 5 ns pulsed beam of
wavelength 532 nm ( used at a repetition rate of 20 Hz ) was 6red and created a mixture of
neutral atorns, ions of the sample material, substrate, and irnpunties in dserent charge States.
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-35
5
First date I acceleration lat tes
Middle plate ( acceleration dates )
Ouad 1
lonization chamber : drift tube
Einzel lens 1

Einzel lens 2
MCP 3 tube
Ouad 3
Lens chamber : drift tube
Stress rine : V6
Ouad 4

.

1

TOF B
TOF C
TOF D
TOF E
TOF F

1

1

1

-550
-985
-985
-985
-170

-840
-1900
-950
-1900
-2 100
-1900

-350
40
-650
-850
-1500

TOF H

- 1 500

Stress ring : H
Stress rinp : 1

-400
-150

l

-m

a

,

6

i

1
l

Table 4.1 :Summary of a typical potential settings in the CPT mass spectrometer system.
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A minor adjustment o n a prism ( Prism 2 ) may be needed for the laser to hit the target.

The production of target ions depended on the thermal conductivity, dinusivity, and
surface reflectivity of the material. For a gold sample, a very stable signal was obtained using
the laser intensity of 5 ml. On the other hand. the intensity o f 10

- 15 mi was needed t o get

a stable signal fkom a platinum sample. It was possible to set a higher intensity to get more
ions, but there was a chance of creating a discharge inside the ionizat ion chamber, tripping
the high voltage supply, if the intensity was set to more than 20 ml.
The ions created in this manner were first accelerated fkom the target holder ( sitting at -35
V ), transponed through a drift tube ( sitting at -985 V ) toward the Paul trap, and detected

by a micro-channei plate ( MCP 1 ). Inside the drift tube. some adjustments on a steerer
(Quad 1) and an Einzel lens ( Einzel lens 1 ) ailowed an operator to rnaximize the signal on

MCP 1.
A typical signal obtained for gold ions on -MCP 1 fkom a LeCroy oscilloscope
(model:9254M 500 MHz osciiioscope) trace is shown on fig 4 - 1. The bottom trace was the

Iaser firing trigger ( Q fivitch ). The top trace was the ions detected at MCP 1. The biggest
peak fiom the top trace was a gold peak which arrived 14.7 p s after the laser trigger. The
arrivai time of the ions could Vary depending on the laser intensity, the target holder potential
etc. An expanded view of the averaged signal ( the middle trace) shows that the height of the

peak was 17 m V and its width was 5 ps. Some impurity ions created by the laser desorption

can also be seen in the figure.
In order to estimate the ion yield, the nurnber of ions was estimated by looking at the
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Figure 4 1: A typical signal obtained for gold ions on MCP 1 obtained from a LeCroy
oscilloscopetrace. The trace 4 is showing ions detected trom a single laser shot; the zoomed
signal is averaged over 30 laser shots.
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integrated signal on a MCP. The area of a single ion pulse was obtained on the MCP by
averaging many single ion pulses to h d a mean integrated signal. This was used to estimate
the number of ions fiom the integrated signal on the MCP.

4.2 Capture Technique
The information of arrival tirne on iMCP 1 was used to set the timing of the capture pulse
which capture only the ions of our interest. The ions from the laser source were first
decelerated before the entrmce into the Paul trap. The ions then entered the trap through a
hole in the bottom end-cap. A capture pulse was applied to the top end-cap as the ions
approached it and the ions were stopped by the trapping potential. The top end-cap was then
restored to the original potential before the ions were reflected back frorn the trap. Since the
Paul trap had t hree-dimensional confining potential. removing energy from any motional
degrees of fkeedom of the ions brought them closer to the trap center. Here. the ions were
cooled down via coUisions with the helium buffer gas and settled down at the trap center. The
ions which were already captured had much less energy and did not have time to escape fkom
the trap during this capture process. This capture process was repeated üntil enough ions
were accumulated inside the trap. The process could be continued until the space charge limit
where the incorning ions could not be cooled to a level of residual trapping potential when
the trap was open. This method of capture of ions in the Paul trap is depicted in fig4-2.
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Figure 4 2 :Multiple bunching process of ions lnside the Paul trap: O ions from the laser
source are first decelerated and enter the Paul trap. GD As the ions enter the Paul trap, the top
end-cap 1s pulsed ta stop them. (3the Paul trap potential is pulsed back and the ions are
cooled via collisions with a buffer gas inside the Paul trap. O Once enough ions are
accumulatedinside the trap, they are ejected as an ion bunch by pulsing the bottom and the
top end-caps.
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4.3 Capture Pulse Width and Amplitude
One of the important factors for capturing ions in the Paul trap was the relationship

between the capture puise width and the amplitude. With a long capture puise. a low
amplitude was required to stop ions slowly without reflecting ions from the trap; with a short
capture pulse. a high arnplitude was required to quickly stop the ions. Our goal was to find

an optimum condition of Paul trap capture puise with a short width and a high amplitude to
quickly stop the ions and only capture the species of interest.
uiitidy, the Paul trap capture pulse amplitude was set to 165 Volts relative to the Paul
trap ring DC and the variation of the capture puise width was studied. Fig 4-3 shows the
number of gold ions ejected h m the trap for different capture pulse widths. The number of
ions was estimated from the time-integrated signal. In this study. the Paul trap was operated
üt 356 kHz with 700 Vp-p and the pressure reading on 12 was 8.9 x 10" Torr. For the capture
pulse arnplitude of 165 Volts, the maximum number of about 900 ions was ejected fkom the
trap for the capture pulse width of 0.3 - 1.0 p. The capture pulse width was set to 0.5 ps.
It must be noted that the nurnber of ions ejected fiom the trap wouId return to about 900 ions
if the amplitude was increased to 210 Volts for 0.2 ps pulse widths or the arnplitude was

decreased to 45 Volts for 1.6 ps pulse widths.
Once the pulse width was set to 0.5 ps for the gold. the variation of the capture pulse
amplitude was studied to maximize the number of ions. Fig 4 4 shows the number of gold
ions ejected from the trap for different capture puise amplitudes. For the 0.5 ps capture pulse.
the number of ions ejected fiom trap was about 930 ions for the amplitude of 100
-84-
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Figure 4 3 :Number of gold ions detected on MCP 3 as fundon of the captum pulse width
with a 165 Volts capture pulse amplitude.
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Figure 4 4: Number of gold ions detected on MCP 3 as lunotion of the capture pulre
amplitude with a 0.5 ps capture pulse width.
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Volts. The number of ions was about the same in this region due to saturation of the trap

(read sec 4.8). The amplitude was set to 165 Volts.
Finaily, the capture pulse width was set to 0.5 ps and the amplitude was set to 165 Volts
from the Paul trap M g DC.The capture pulse used for this work is shown in fig 4-5. After
the capture pulse width and its amplitude were optimized, the more complicated capture
phase was studied and optimized.

4.4 Capture Phase
The EU? phase also influenced the capture efficiency of the ions in the Paul trap. There
were three ways to change the RF phase settings. The first was to move the laser firing trigger
( Q switch ) timing. This would change the phase at which the ions entered the trap (

)

and aiso change the timing between when the ions enter the trap and the capture pulse was
applied ( At,,, ). The second was to move the capture pulse timing. This would change the

phase at which the capture pulse was applied ( $,,),

and aiso At,.

The third way to change

the RF phase settings was to rnove the Q switch and the capture pulse timing together. This
would change @
,,, and

These are surnmarized in fig 4-6. Since each method changed two

parameters at the same t h e , it was a little more complicated to control. The optimum
condition for the capture phase was found by finding the optimum setting fkom the first
technique and refining the results using the second and then the third way.

The first study was done by moving the Q switch timing. This would change
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precision delay module. Usually, there is no delay. )
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Figure 4-6: Paul trap capture phase parameters. Moving Q switch timing changes
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moving the capture pulse timing changea
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capture pulse timing together changes &,,,and &. The AGm depends on the eneigy of ions.
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Fig 4-7 shows the number of gold ions ejected fiom the trap as a function of Q switch timing.
The number of ions was determhed from the tirne-integrated signal. In this study, the Paul
trap was operated at 356 kHz with 700 Vp-p and the pressure reading on 12 was 8.9 x 104
Torr. , U o , only 3 laser pulses with 17 ml were accumulated to avoid the saturation of the
trap ( read sec 4.8 ). For Q switch timing fiom 196 to 199 ps, the number of ions ejected from
the trap was stable ( about 900 ions ). This indicated that At,,
capture eficiency than that of

had a bigger effect on the

since the stable region covered more than one cycle ( 2.8

ps ) of the W. The number of ions dropped by 90% at a Q switch timing of 194 ys and 200.5
ps. From ths study, Q switch timing was set to 198.55 ps where a maximum nurnber of ions
are ejected lrom the trap.
A second study was done by moving the capture pulse timing. This would change &,,and

At,,.

Q switch timing was now set at 198.55 ps and ail the other Paul trap parameters were

kept the same as in the fust study. The fig 4-8 shows the number of gold ions ejected fkom
the trap as a Function of the capture pulse timing. This also indicated that At,

had a bigger

rffect on the capture eeciency than that of &,,, since the number of ions were stable from
the capture pulse timing between 22 1 ps and 224 ps and covered more than one cycle of the

RF. The capture pulse timing was set to 223 ps.
The last study was done by moving the Q switch and the capture pulse timing together-

This would change &,,and

+.,

Q switch timing was set at 198.55 ps, the capture pulse

timing was set at 223 ps, and di the other Paul trap parameters were kept the sarne. Fig 4-9
shows the number of gold ions ejected fiom the trap as a function of Q switclz timing ( but the
-90-
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Capture Pulse Timing vs. # ions Ejected
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Figure 4 8 :Number of gold ions ddected on MC? 3 as function of the capture pulse timing.
In Mis study, both a
, and Ab, were varlecl. This al- phows that At, had a bigger effect
on the capture efficiency than that of a, since the plateau region has more than one cycle
of the RF.
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capture pulse timing was changeci together with Q switch timing ). Now, the effect of the RF
phase could be seen. It was hard to determine whether 4, or ,@
,

had a bigger effect on the

capture efficiency, but the number of ions dropped every 360 degrees of the RF phase. The
maximum drop of 20% in the number of ions was observed at a Q switch timing of 197.2 ps.

From this result, Q switch timing was set at 199.45 ps and the capture pulse timing was set
at 223.90 p.
From the three studies to fmd the optimum setting for the capture pulse, it was found that
the capture efficiency was affected mostly by the timing between the moment the ions entered
the trap and the capture pulse was applied ( At,

). In other words, the timing of the capture

pulse is more cntical than that of the RF phase in the capture process.

4.5 Ejection Pulse

The ejection of ions fiom the Paul trap also required care. When ions were ejected fiorn
the trap, the ions saw difTerent ring potentials during the extraction due to the RF applied to
the Paul trap. The simulation of ions using SIMION 6.0 [ 25 ] program indicated that zero
degree phase at which the ions were ejected gave the most focused and mono-energetic ion
bunch at the exit of the trap. Therefore, the amplitude of the ejection pulse was set to extract
the ions as quickly as possible and the phase ai which ions were ejected was also controiied
carefuliy. The ejection puise used in this study is shown in fig 4- 10. The ejection pulse on the
bottom end cap was set to 65 Volts and the top end-cap was set to - 105 Volts f?om the Paul
-94-
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Figure 4-10 :Paul trap ejedon pulse applied to (a) the bottom end-cap and (b) the top endcap. The achial amplitude is the x10 of the oscilloscope $cale. The small ripples on both
ejections pulses are a pick up fiom the RF applied to the trap.
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trap DC of - 45 Volts. The simulation with these amplitudes showed that ail the ions could

be extracted korn the trap. The width of the puise was set to 23.8 ps ( this could be set to a
much smaller value of Say 5 ps as long as al the ions are extracted from the trap ). The RF
phase at which ions were ejected was set to zero degree.
Further studies of the ejection pulse revealed that the number of ions detected and TOF
of the ions at LMCP 3 were depending on the phase at which ions were extracted from the
trap. In this study, the Paul trap was operated at 356 H z with 700 Vp-p and the pressure
reading on 12 was 7.6 x IO6 Torr. Only 2 pulses were accumulated in the Paul trap to avoid
the saturation of the trap ( read sec 4.8 j. The number of ions on iMCP 3 was estirnated from
the tirne-integrated signal. With the ejection puise settings shown above, fig 4- 11 shows the

arrival timing of the signai obtained for gold ions on MCP 3 as fûnction of the ejection phase
of RF. Also, fig4- 12 shows the numkr of ions ejected from the Paul trap as fûnction of the
ejection phase of RF. The maximum peak shift of 3 ps was observed by changing the ejection
phase from 150 degree to 300 degree. A large drop in number of ions was observed at a
phase where the arrival time of ions on MCP 3 was sbwest ( about 14.5 ps ). At zero phase,
where SIMION 6.0 [ 25 ] prograrn indicated that the ejected ions gave the most focused and
mono-energetic ion bunch at the exit of the trap, the arriva1 time of gold ions was 12.62 p s

and about 558 ions were detected at MCP 3. It must be noted that the phase dependence on
the number of ions and the arrival time changed if the amphtude of ejection pulses was
modified ( although the generai shape of these figures stayed the same ).
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Figure 4- 11:Peak arrivai time of gold ions on MC? 3 as function of the ejection phase of RF.
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Figure 4 12 : Number of gold ions detected on MCP 3 as function of the ejection phase of
RF.
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4.6 Effect of RF Amplitude
A change in RF ampiitude could change the energy of the ions ejected fiom the trap. in
this study, the change in arrival time of gold ions at MCP 3 for different RF amplitude was

studied. The Paul trap was operated at 356 kHz with 700 Vp-p and the pressure reading o n
12 was 7.6 x

Torr. Fig 4- 13 shows the arrival timing of the signal obtained for gold ions

at MCP 3 as a function of RF amplitude. It was found that the change in the arrival time of

gold ions on iMCP 3 due to RF amplitude was very smaii ( only 0.0025 ps shift for IO Voits
RF amplitude change ) compare to that of the arriva1 time due to the ejection phase ( see fig
4- 1 1 ). Since Our R F amplitude was very stable and did not change more than 5 Volts during

the experiment, t his effect was negligible.

4.7 Life Time

Multiple bunch accumulation is usefùl only if ions c m be kept inside the trap. During the
accumulation process, any ions stored in the Paul trap could be neutralized by accepting
electrons kom impurities in the heliurn buffer gas. Therefore, it is important to know the Me
time of ions in the trap to achieve maximum accumulation without losing ions to the
neutralization. In this study, 10 pulses were accumulated, and the number of ions ejected
fkom the Paul trap was then observed after these ions were kept in the trap for different
durations. Fig 4- 14 shows the number of gold ions detected at MCP 3 as function of capture
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Figure 4 13: Peak arrivai time of goid ions on MCP 3 as function of RF amplitude. The Paul
trap was operated at 356 KHz.
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Figure 4 14 :Number of gold ions detected on MC? 3 as function of the capture time for
different helium buffer gas pressure. The pressure readings are trom the ionkation gauge
12.
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tirne for different helium buffer gas pressure. Within first 500 ms of capture, the number of
ions seerned to increase. One possible reason was that the energetic ions were not cooled
enough to corne down to the bottom of trap and ions could not corne through the end-cap
aperture when ions were ejected. For the higher pressure ( 12 : 1.1 x IO-'Torr ), the c o o h g
was achieved more effectively so that more ions were ejected than that of the lower pressure
( 12 : 3 -4 x 10'~Torr ).

After 500 ms of capture, the number of ions started to decrease due

to the neutralization by irnpurities in the helium buffer gas. For the higher pressure. the
number of ions decayed faster than that of the lower pressure.

4.8 Multiple Bunch Accumulation

Multiple bunch accumulation is a very effective method. This is especidy true for the case
of unstable isotopes with the low production yield, when a sufficient number of ions can be
selectively stored and cooled in the Paul trap before king transferred to the Penning trap. The
rate of production of the ions is averaged over several ion bunches, so that a relatively
constant number of ions is injected into the Penning trap.
In this study, the efficiency of accumulation was studied for différent number of
accumulated ion pulses. The iaser intensity was set at 13 ml per pulse. Fig 1-15 shows the
number of gold ions detected at MCP 3 as function of number of accurnulated ion pulses for
different helium buffer gas pressure. With up to 15 pulses of accumulation, the number of ions
increased and ions accumulated faster for the higher pressure. At higher pressures, the ions
-102-
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Ion Accumulation in the Paul trap
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Figure 4 15 :Number of gold ions detected on MCP 3 as function of number of laser pulses
accumulated for different pressure settings in the Paul trap. After 15 pulses of accumulation,
the number of ions reached a plateau ( about 930 ions per eject ).The pressure readings are
from the ionization gauge 12.
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were cooled more effectively in the Paul trap. For the lowest pressure setting ( 12 : 3 . 4 IO4
~
Torr ), the nurnber of ions was unstable until8 or more pulses were accumulated. After 15
pulses of accumulation, the number of ions reached a plateau ( about 930 ions per eject ). This
plateau could be explained by one of two reasons. Fust reason could be the space charge
effect which prevented more ions to be accumulated in the Paul trap. The other reason could
be that only part of the captured ions ( close to the trap center ) were ejected through the end-

cap aperture, although more ions could be accumulated in the trap. The pressure range of 7
x

- 1.2 x IO-'Torr ( on 12 ) gave very stable number of ions. In the experiment. 5 to 15

pulses were accumulated, thereby controlling the number of ions injected into the Penning
trap.
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Chapter 5
Penning Trap Operation

The Paul trap is optimized for the tramferring of ions to the Penning trap. The Penning
trap is the main part of the instrument which is responsible for the precise mass
rneasurements. Ali the parameters have to be fine tuned to minimize any systernatic effects
which rnay min the accuracy of our rneasurements. The energy of the ions fkom Paul trap has
to be corrected for optimum injection into the Penning trap. In t h chapter. energy correction.
capture technique. and removal techniques for unwanted isotopes kom the Penning trap are
presented. Then, the detection of the ion cyclotron resonance by TOF technique is presented
in detail.

5.1 Transfer of Ions from the Paul Trap to the Penning Trap
A typical signal obtained for gold ions on MCP 1 with zero phase ejection from the Paul

trap is shown in fig 5- 1. It took about 6.7 ps for the ion bunch to reach MCP 2 fiorn the Paul
trap. Since MCP 2 was very close to the trap where helium buffer gas was introduced. the
detector occasionally gave very noisy signals or did not work at di. Therefore. MCP 3 was
used for aii the detection of ions from the Paul trap. Some adjustrnents on W Q lens and Quad
-105-
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Figure 5 1 :A typical signal obtained for gold ions on MCP 2. In the expanded signal trace,
there seems to be two peak but this overshoot is caused by signal going through an
amplifier.

2 were done while maximiWng the signal on MCP 3. A typical signal obtained for gold ions
on MCP 3 is shown in fig 5-2. It took about 12.5 p s for the gold ion bunch to reach MCP 3.
The signal was free from contarninants and the peak width ( 0.1 ps ) was very sharp. The
nurnber of ions ejected out of the Paul trap was estimated by looking at the integrated signal
on MCP 3. On MCP 3. the the-integrated signai for a single ion was about 115 pVs. In fig

5-2, the signal obtained for gold ions gave the time-integrated signal of 90 nVs and this
corresponded to a b u t 780 ions. The number of ions could be easily controiled by changing
the intensity of the laser or changing the number of pulses accumulated in the trap.
Once the signal on LMCP3 was maximized, the ions were observed on the next detector,

MCP 4. This was the 1 s t detector before the Penning trap. In this region, the magnetic field
looks like a magnetic bottle as shown in fig 2- 11. If the trajectories of ions were not parallel
to the rnagnetic field lines, their motion was converted to cyclotron motion and ions
trajectories became helicd. By losing their axial - h e t i c energy, they could be reflected before
entering the trap or could arrive at the trap with an energy spread which would result in
broadening of the resonance. Therefore, it was imperative for the trajectories of the ions to

be pardiel to the field line. This was achieved by Aperture 3 to ensure that only the weiicentered ions were detected at MCP 4. Also, Quad 4 and Einzel Iens 3 were used to steer
and focus the ions to the entrance of the Penning trap. A typical signal obtained for gold ions
on MCP 4 is shown in fig 5-3. It took about 26.2 ps for the gold ion bunch to reach the MCP
4 fiom the Paul trap. The signai was clean and sharp, but the intensity dropped considerably

when compared with the signal on MCP 3.

- 107-
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Figure 5 2 : A typical signal obtained for gold ions on MCP 3. The tirne-integrated signal
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Figure 5 3 :A typical signal obtained for gold ions on MCP 4.
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1

M e r the detection of ions on MCP 4. di the Penning trap potentials were set to - 10 Volts

and the ions were ailowed to fly through the trap and detected on MCP 5. A typical fiythrough signal obtahed for gold ions on MCP 5 is shown in fig 5 4 . It took the ions about
21 1 ps after the Paul trap ejection to reach MCP 5. With this signal. it was possible for an

operator to optimize the nurnber of ions. study the energy spread, and estirnate the time at
which the capture pulse should be applied.

5.2 Energy Correction
The energy spread of ions originated fkom the Paul trap. The ions occupied a Gnite space

in the Paul trap and had a corresponding energy spread, because the large number of ions
would have created space charge repulsion at the trap center. Since the RF field was zero at
the trap center and increased with distance Erom it, more energy was pumped by the RF field
into the micro-motion of the ions for the larger ion clouds ( called RF heating ). Aiso, the ions
saw different ring potentials during the extraction, introducing an additional energy spread.
The energy spread was controiied by the rarnping cavity at the exit of the Paul trap. The
potentiai of the ramp cavity was ramped down as the ion bunch passed through the cavity.
A retardation measurement of energy distribution of ions was conducted to fïnd a slope of

ramp cavity pulse which minimized its energy spread at the entrance of the Penning trap.
In this study, the energy distribution of ions was found by counting the number of ions on
MCP 5 for different retardation potentials on the top correction tube and end-cap of the
-1 10-
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Penning trap required to stop the ions. The transmission of ions is plotted as a function of the
retardation potentiai for different slope settings of a ramp cavity pulse as shown in fig 5-5.
The results showed that the energy distribution of ions was about the same except when the
ramp cavity pulse was -29.6 Volts/ps. 90% of ions were stopped with five Volts retardation
potential for the ramp cavity pulse with -29.6 Volts/ps; whereas, 15 to 20 Volts were needed
to stop 90% of ions for other siope settings. Since the ramp cavity DC was set at - 130 Volts

and the top end-cap ejection pulse was set at - 150 Volts ( see table 4.1 ), the ions ejected

from the Paul trap were first slowed down. and then. the rarnp cavity pulse was applied. There
was no obvious relationship between different slopes on the ramp cavity pulse. Some
possibilities of not seeing any effects of the ramp cavity pulse were that the slopes of the ramp
cavity were not steep enough or the timing of the application of the pulse was off ( ie. ions
had already passed the cavity region when the pulse was applied. ). The slope of the ramp
cavity pulse was set to -29.6 Voltdps ( see fig 5-6 ) which seerned to give minimum energy
spread at the entrance of the Penning trap.

5.3 Capturing Ions in the Penning Trap

The ions coming from the magnet rnatching section were first slowed down by
deceleration electrodes before entering the Penning trap. The capturing process for the
Penning trap was very different from that of the Paul trap. First, the Penning trap region had
to be kept under a very high vacuum othenvise ion motions were disturbed by collision with
-1 12-
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Figure 5 5 : Energy distribution of ions at the entrance of the Penning trap obtained h m
different slope settings for the rampcavity pulse. Only the slope setting of -29.6 Vlw seemed
to affect the energy distribution of ions.
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residual neutrai atoms and resoaances were not possible. Therefore, no gas could be
introduced to cool the ions. Secondly. applying high voltage to the trap would cause
discharges since the Penning trap is sitting inside a high rnagnetic field. Findy, removing the
energy fiom the ions in the Penning trap caused the magnetron radius to increase and the ions
could be lost in the trap by hitting electrodes. The removal of the ion energy inside the
Penning trap could be accomplished by coupling the magnetron and the modifïed cyclotron
motion but this made the capturing process more cornplicated. Therefore, no energy Ioss
mechanism was used to capture the ions in the Penning trap. In order to capture the ions. a
negative pulse was applied on the bottom end-cap and the bottom correction tube to lower
their potential to let the ions enter the trap. Once the ions entered the trap. the bottom endcap and the bottom correction tube were set to their original potentials before the ions were
reflected back from the trap. Then, ions were confined inside the trap. For ejection, a negative
pulse was appiied to the top end-cap and the top correction tube to lower their potential and
to d o w the ions to leave the trap gently toward the TOF section. This method of capture and
ejection of ions in the Penning trap is depicted in fig 5-7.
The Penning trap potential was set to proper DC settings. The 50 ps capture pulse ( - 10
Volts ) was applied to the bottomcorrection tube and the end-cap potential to open and close
to confine the ions in the trap. There was some time spread associated with the ion bunch.
Ions arriving first had a maximum axial kinetic energy and their trajectories were the most
iikely to be parallel to magnetic field lines; ions arriving later may have lost theY axial kinetic
energy converted to cyclotron energy. Therefore, the capture pulse was adjurted so that a
-115-
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Figure 5 7 : Capturing, evaporation, and ejection process of the Penning trap. O As the
incoming ions approach the trap, the bottom correction tube and the bottom endlcap are
pulsed down to let ions inside the trap. @ Before the ions are reflected, the normal tmp
potentiais are put back to confine the ions. a By loweiing the top correction tube potentlal,
the higher energy ions can be gently removed from the trap leavingonly the ions sitting near
the bottom of the ttap potentlal. @ The top correction tube and the top end-cap is pulsed
down to eject ions fmm the trap very gently.
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maximum number of ions were captured from the ions arriving fïrst and ejected from the
Penning trap. A typical signal on MCP 5 for gold ions ejected f?om the Penning trap is shown
in fig 5-8.

5.4 Removal of Unwanted Ions from the Penning Trap
Once the ions were captured inside the trap, some processes were needed to remove
unwanted ions from the trap M o r e precise measurements could be made. If the space charge
forced a significant fraction of ions out from the center of the trap into the region with field
imperfection, it could cause fkequency shifts. Ions with a large ozoscillation could cause
broadening of resonances. Also, if there were more than one ion species present in the trap,
the center of rnass motions of two or more species could interact to cause very large
frequency shifts in the measurements. These effects were minimized by only keeping a small
number of ions, removing higher energy ions, and ensuring only one ion species present
inside the trap. Two techniques were used to rernove unwanted ions from the Penning trap.
The k s t technique ( we caiied evaporation ) was achieved by lowering the top correction
tube potential to gently remove the ions with higher energy and to keep only the ions sitting
near the bottom of the trap potential. This technique is depicted in fig 5- 7.
The second technique was achieved by using a dipole excitation at a+of the isotopes of
the unwanted ions in the Penning trap. By applying the strong dipole excitation at a, in the
Penning trap, the orbit of ions was made so big ( by increasing o+ampiitude ) that the
-1 17-
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Figure 5 8 :A typical signal of Au ions eiected from the Penning trap on MCP 5.

1

selected isotopes could not exit from the trap or were lost in the trap by hitting electrodes.
Gold only has one isotope; on the other hand, platinum has six isotopes with the natural
abundances shown in table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Natural abundance of the platinum isotopes.

Therefore, the dipole cleaning is essential before measurements are made on platinum
isotopes. Fig 5-9 shows a demonstration of this cleaning method in which three different
platinum isotopes were removed in the trap. The strong dipole excitation was applied for 10
rns with amplitude of 0.4Vp-p. The Fourier h

t of 10 rns dipole excitation was about 89 Hz

and the step size of the scanning fiequency was set at 100 Hz. This fig 5-9 is a screen capture
of the data acquisition program The number of ions ejected from the trap as a fùnction of the
scanned fiequency was shown. The loss of ejected ions at resonant frequency could be seen
for different platinum isotopes. For precise mass measurements, aii the isotopes except the
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Figure 5 9 : A demonstration of the selective cleaning using a strong dipole excitation at

w+ in the Penning trap. This picture shows the number of ions ejected from the trap as a
function of the scanned frequency. The loss of ejected ions at resonant frequency can be
seen for different platinum isotopes.
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one which was rneasured were removed with strong dipole excitations.

5.5 TOF Measurement
Before we go into details on excitation of ion motion in the Penning trap, how the TOF
measurement was obtained should be explained. For each scanning frequency ( c d e d a point),

TOF information was accumulated in the MCS ( read sec 3.11

).

For each point, a TOF

measurement was recorded by the cornputer and the data acquisition program caiculated a
mean TOF. A number of points, set by an operator, formed a scan. A single scan was
repeated many times to form a group.
For two seconds excitation, it took about 1.5 minutes to complete a single scan of 40
points. Any data points in which the MCS did not detect any ions were not inchded in the
off-Line analysis. The scan was repeated for about 10 scans to form a group. It was usually
needed to accumulate at l e s t 7

- 3 groups to get a weil-averaged TOF rneasurement for the

precise mass measurement data. The rnean TOF is weighted based on the number of ions
detected in a point by the .MCS. This process, taking about 30 - 40 minutes, was required to
get a good spectra. Therefore, such rneasurements were usually started from a shorter
excitation time ( about 40 rns ) with a bigger fiequency step ( about 25 Hz ). Once the TOF
effect for the isotopes of interest was observed, the process was repeated for longer excitation
times with a corresponding increase in the resolution of the spectra ( read sec 2.3.4 ).
The data acquisition program continuously monitored the conditions of ions throughout
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the TOF rneasurements. For each scanning fiequency, the number of ions, the MCS spectrum,
and the scanning fiequency were recorded to a magnetic tape for fùrther anaipis.

5.6 Excitation of Ion Motion in the Penning Trap
At this point. the Penning trap is ready for measurements. In this section, dipole

excitations to obtain w, and o-frequencies, tuning of the Penning trap, and finaiiy. the oc
quadrupole excitation to obtain the cyclotron frequency are presented.

5.6.1 o+dipole excitation
The value of o+was initidiy found for a strong o,dipole excitation ( read sec 5.4 ) by
scanning with a large frequency step just below o,which could be estimted from the atomic
rnass table and using eq. 2.17. Once the loss ofejected ions was observed by the strong dipole

excitation at o,,the duration of excitation time was increased and the amplitude of o+was
lowered to improve the resolution. The scanning steps were chosen carefuily so that it was
set at about the size dictated by the Fourier h t given by eq. 2.41. Now, the amplitude of
o+was slowly reduced to a point where there was no loss of ions, and the effect of the o,

dipole excitation should be seen in a TOF measurement. A plot of TOF measurement for gold
ions is shown in fig 5-10. The o+dipole excitation was applied for two seconds and its
amplitude was reduced to 0.01 Vp-p with -20 dB attenuation to obtain the TOF
measurement. The Fourier lirnit of two second dipole excitation was about 0.4 Hz and the
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Figure 5 10 : A plot of o, spectrum of gold.
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step size of the scanning frequency was set at 0.2 Hz. In this case, the data obtained was the
average of 34 scans and the average TOF was calculated for each scanning frequency. About
15 I15 ions were ejected from the trap for each scanning fiequency. The Gaussian fitting

result ( see fig 5- 10 caption ) indicated that the FWHM of 2.18 I0.16 Hz did not rertch the
Fourier M t of 0.4 Hz. This was usuaily an indication that the Penning trap was not tuned
properly and sorne fine tuning was needed on the correction tube and the correction ring of
the trap.

5.6.2 Tuning of the Penning trap
The initial trap settings were obtained using SIMION 6.0 [ 25 ] program. but the actuai
trap required sorne fine tuning on the correction tube and the correction ring. During this fine
tuning process. it was found that the TOF measurement was greatly affected by the correction
tube settings. Near the optimumsetting, changing the correction tube setting by srnail arnount
(

- 0.05 Volts ) changed the TOF depth by more than 70 ps and improved the FWHM. Also

near the optimum correction tube setting. the shape of TOF peak was more symmetric and
the side bands were clearly detined. The correction ring potentiai was also fuie tuned. AU the
trap settings were measured with ri HP multi-meter ( mode1 34401A ) which was capable of
reading the voltage up to O. 1 mV level. Since the imperfection in the electric field would
cause the shifis in resonance frequency ( read sec 6.1.3 1, a care was taken to ensure that the
top and the bottom correction electrodes were set at the same potential to keep the 6eld
symmetric.
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Since the a+resonance kequency depended on the electric potentials applied to the trap
( eq. 2.21 and eq. 2.24 ), changing the correction electrodes settings would shift the

resonance fiequency. Therefore, the w+ resonance frequency was measured after the tuning
process was completed.

5.6.3 o.dipole excitation
The energy gained by the o-dipole excitation was very s d , making it difficult to see the

TOF effect. Therefore. the value of o-was found with a strong o-dipole excitation and
observing the loss of ions at the resonance frequency. A plot of the strong o-dipole excitation
for gold ions is shown in fig 5- 1 1. In this case, the excitation was applied for two seconds
with an amplitude of 0.05 Vp-p and a -20 dB attenuation. The data was obtained for 10 scans
and the average number of ions ejected from the trap was calculated. The loss of ejected ions
at resonant frequency of 778.3 2 0.09 Hz was seen.
Before the trap was ready for a precise mass rneasurement. the ions were driven by a odipole excitation to initialize the ion motion into the complete magnetron motion at a
particular radius. The amplitude of the o-dipole excitation must be selected so that no ions
were lost inside the trap. Additionally, if the radius of the magnetron motion becarne too big,
the magnetic field may be slightly different fiom the center of the trap and the resonance
frequency may be shifted. Therefore. the amplitude of the o-was set very carefully by
studying the effect of the amplitude of the o-dipole excitation on the ocresonance frequency.

In this study, the shin of ocresonance of gold was studied for different o.dipole
-125-
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Figure 5 11 : A plot of o.strong dipole excitation of gold. The maximum loss of ejected
ions near resonant frequency of 778.3 t 0.09 Hz can be seen.
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excitation amplitude. The oc quadxupole excitation was applied for two seconds
(corresponding to a resolution of ribout 0.4 Hz ). During these measurements. about 112 +
33 ions were stored in the Penning trap per point. Fig 5- 12 shows o,resonance fiequency
of gold as fùnction of odipole excitation amplitude. For w- amplitude of higher than 17 mV,

the magnetron motion of ions became so big that some ions were lost in the trap and the TOF
peak of gold was distorted. For o-amplitude of Iess than 7mV, not enough energy was put
into o- àipole excitation, and that TOF peak was also distorted. The results showed that mc
resonance tiequency seemed to be shifted slightly upward as o-amplitude was increased.
From o-amplitude of 9 mV to 17 mV, o, resonance fiequency shified about 0.08 Hz.
corresponding to 1-7 x 1O" shifi. This shift rnay have been caused by a different number of
ions stored in the trap during the measurements ( read sec 6.3 ), or this may be an indication
that the rnagnetic field rnay not have been uniform inside the trap. At this point, o-amplitude
was applied for two seconds. and the ocquadrupole excitation was set around 9 to 15 mV.
a range in which the TOF peak was not distorted.

5.6.4 ocquadrupole excitation
The Penning trap was fmdy ready for precise mass measurements. The initial magnetron
motion was converted into the cyclotron motion by an ocquadrupole excitation. The eq. 2.38
and the eq. 2.39 indicated that the conversion time of the magnetron motion into the
cyclotron motion depended on the amplitude of the oc.Therefore. the amplitude was carefully
adjusted so that the motion was converted completely during the ocquadrupole excitation
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Figure 5 12 :o, resonance frequency of gold as function of o. dipole excitation amplitude.
The oc msonance frequency seemed to be shifted slightly upward as o,amplitude was
increased.

for a maximum energy gain.The conversion between the magnetron motion and the cyclotron
motion due to a variation on the amplitude of the o,quadrupole excitation is shown in fig 513. These line shapes correspond to the transformation of initial pure magnetron motion into
(a) a pure cyclotron motion where TOF depth was the deepest, (b) both cyclotron and

magnetron motions with equal amplitudes, and (c) again a pure magnetron motion. These
shapes were in very good agreement with the theoretical prediction of conversion between

o-and o+energy ( see fig 2.13 ). Since wc were interested in the iüil conversion of the
magnetron motion to the cyclotron motion, the arnpiitude of the ocwhich gave (a) was used
for our precise rnass measurements.
A plot of TOF pedc for gold ions is shown in fig 5- 14. The w- dipole excitation at 778.42

Hz to initiaiize the magnetron motion was applied for 40 rns with the amplitude of 12 mVp-p.
The o,quadrupole excitation to convert the initial magnetron motion to the cyciotron motion
was applied for two seconds with the amplitude of 1.2 mVp-p. The Fourier h

t for the two

second quadrupole excitation was about 0.4 Hz and the step size of the s c d g fkequency
was set to 0.05 Hz. The mean TOF was weighted based on the number of ions and averaged
over 70 scans. About 72 I28 ions were ejected fiom the trap for each scanning Fequency (
a point ).

The result of a Gaussian fit showed that the w,resonance fiequency of the gold in this data

set was at 459087.37 11 I0.0093 Hz and the FWHM of 0.386 I0.0 18 Hz was at the Fourier
M t of 0.4 Hz. These values corresponded to a resolving power of about 1.2 x 106.The base
iine was 280 ps and the TOF depth was 56.73

* 0.30 p.
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Figure 5 13 :TOF peaks of gold obtainedfor different w, quadrupole excitation amplitudes.
These line shapes correspond to the transformation of initial pure magnetron motion into
(a) a pure cyclotron motion where TOF depth was the deepest, (b) both cyclotron and
magnetron motions with equal amplitudes, and (c) again a pure magnetron motion.
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Chapter 6

Mass Measurements

The Penning trap was tuned for the 5 Volt trap. The precise m a s rneasurements on gold
and platinum isotopes were conducted to test the performance of our Penning trap. The mass
ratio was cdculated between gold and each of the plathum isotopes. and the experirnental
rnass ratios were compared with the rnass ratios obtained îkom the atomic mass table. In this
chapter, the performance of our Penning trap is first discussed. Then. the stability of the oc
resonance and the shift of o,due to the number of ions stored in the trap were discussed.

Finaiiy, the results of precise mass measurernents on gold and platinum isotopes are
presented.

6.1 Performance of the Penning Trap
The CPT mass spectrorneter was optimized for high resolution and accuracy. The careful

analysis of possible sources of systematic effects and the performance of our Penning trap are
discussed in this section.
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6.1 .1 Magnetic field homogeneity
The most important parameter in the Penning trap was the rnagnetic field. With t h e shim
coils not working ( read sec 3.7 ), the homogeneity of the field in a cubic cm volume at the
center of the Penning uap was d~/B=1.7~10-~.
Also, the material inside the magnet was
carefhlly selected and the trap electrode geometry was tuned to create negligible magnetic
inhomogeneities (read sec 3.8 ). With these conditions, a resolving power of better than 106
should be obtained. If di the shim coiis were working, the homogeneity would be dB/B=
2 x 10-8over a cubic cm the correspondhg maximum resolving power should be better than

10'.

6.1 -2 Magnetic field stability
The rnagnetic field stability was also an important parameter. The room temperature at the

CPT mass spectrometer was regulated to about
natural decay of the mgnetic field was specified at

2 degrees. With these precautions, the
Tesla per hour. Ais0 with the self-

shielding design, the effect of these extemal field fluctuations was 10'~level at the trap center.

6.1 .3 Electrostatic field imperfections
The ided Penning trap has electrodes with infinite hyperboloids and a mass is determined

from a sum fiequency o,+ w-= o,and a knowledge of the rnagnetic field. However, a reai
Penning trap has a finite extent; this causes deviation fiom a pure quadrupole field and alters
the relationship o++ o-= o,. In order to rninimize the effect of the electrostatic field
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imperfection, the correction tubes and the correction rings are instded.
The ekctrostatic field imperfection can be expressed in terms of a multipole expansion and
the fiequency shift caused by the octupole, C,, and the dodecapole, C,, contributions. The
fiequency shift for the sum kequency a++ w- = o,is given by 113 1:

where d is the characteristic dimension of the trap, p-, p,. and pz are the amplitude of the
magnetron, the rnodzed cyclotron, and the axial motion respectively. The kequency shift can
be minimized by using a trap wit h large characteristic dimensions or using cold ions wit h smaU

motional amplitudes p-, p,. and pz.
For the characteristic dimension of d = 8.4 mm of the trap, maximum frequency shifts were
kept below 1C8for C , 10' and C , IO-' which are typical values for such a trap. In addition,
it canceled out the total frequency shifis for the excitation scheme that we used at the sum
fiequency a++o-where the initialiy full magnetron motion was converted to the cyclotron
motion of the same ampiitude. Therefore, the shift of less than 1 0 - ' O per mass unit difference
between the rnemured and the calibration mass was expected.

6.1.4 Alignment of trap axis
A systernatic error arising from a possible misaiignment of the trap axis with respect to the

rnagnetic field is possible. Such rnisalignrnents were predicted to produce a frequency shih
-134-
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which was independent of the mass and was proportional to the square of the tilting angle

[23]; the rnisaiignment gave a shift of about 0.0024 Hz/m r d . The rnisalignment of a few

milliradians would correspond to a systematic error of about 1 0 - ' O per rnass unit dserence
between the measured and the calibration mass. With our alignment which was good to about

0.2 miiliradians [ 20 1, this effect should be negligible.

6.1.5 Axial asymmetry in the electrostatic potential
Axial asymrnetry in the electrostatic potential could cause systematic effects. Frorn the

machining of the trap. we expected the deviation fiom the axial symmetry to be beiow 0.2 %.
We expected the p ~ c i p a distortion
l
would be fiom the contact potentiai and it was kept
below i %. This corresponded to a mass independent kequency shift of about 0.06 Hz. This

shift could be calibrated out by masuring two weil-known masses accurately, and the
systematic error would be below

per mass unit difference between the rneasured and the

calibration mass.

6.1.6 Other possible causes of systematic errors
Other effect wtiich could affect the ion motion inside the trap was collision between the
ions and residual gas. This effect was negligible for a residual pressure of less than 1 0 9Torr.
The pressure in the Penning trap region was kept below 1 0 ' ~
Torr ( see table 3.6 ) for the
precise mass rneasurernents.

Finaiiy, there was also an effect fkom interaction between ions. The unwanted ions in the
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trap were removed from the trap before the precise tneasurements ( read sec 5.4

).

It was

also found that there was a fiequency shift related to the total n u m k r of ions stored in the
trap. The size of the shift changed with the total number of stored ions ( read sec 6.3 ). By
binning the different number of ions stored inside the trap during the data analysis, the effect
of space charge could be studied and could be minimized through calibrations.

6.2 ocStability Test
The stability of o,was studied tiom a long series of gold resonances. This study was run
for approxirrüitely 15 hours with two second w, excitation. The TOF data for gold was
accumulated for 10 scans (one group) and o,resonance of gold was deterrnined for each
group. The result of the stability test done in Apr 99' is shown in fig 6- 1. During this study,
about 4

- 10 ions were stored per point in the Penning trap. The peak width remained

relatively constant at about 0.5 Hz which was close to the Fourier lirnit of 0.4 Hz. The root

and the uncertainty on the mean was 8.2 x 10'~
mean square ( RMS ) deviation was 6.3 x 10.~
from the entire run. During this study, the split-pole spectrometer magnet was tumed on and

off to see its effect, but no difference in the peak positions was observed.
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Figure 6 1 : The summary of ocstability test conducted in Apr 99'. Two light dots are
indicating when the split pole spectrometer magnet was turned on and off.
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6.3 w, Shift due to Number of Ions in the Penning Trap
It was noticed during the stability test that there seemed to be a slight effect due to the
number of ions trapped in the Penning trap. At the tirne. it was hard to draw a defrnite
conclusion given the scatter in the data. Therefore, the study was repeated in Jul99' with a
greater variation in the number of ions stored in the Penning trap. The study was run for 18
hours with two second w, excitation of gold. in this study, the TOF data was binned
according to different number of ions stored in the Penning trap and o,resonance of gold was
deterrnined separately.

Fig 6-2 shows a distribution of number of ions stored in the Penning trap from the entire
run. The TOF data was separated according to different number of ions stored ( O

- 6 0 - 61

- 90.9 1 - 120, and 120 - over ionslshot ) in the trap and was separately analyzed. The mean
TOF was weighted based on the number of ions and a TOF masurement from the entire run
for different number of ions stored in the Penning trap is shown in fig 6-3. The shapes of these
spectra are similar but it was clear that o,resonance of goid shifted for différent number of
ions stored. For more ions stored in the Penning trap, the o, fiequency becarne srnailer.

-

-

Between O 60 and 120 over ions/shot, ocshifted 0.15 Hz which corresponded to 3 x IO-'
shift. The y shift due to the number of ions stored in the Penning trap is surnrnarized in fig
6-4. From this result, it was very important to store a similar number of ions in the trap or to

analyze the different number of ions stored in the trap separately for the precise m;iss
measurernents.
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Figure 6 2 :The distribution of the number of ions trapped in the Penning trap from the
entire run of 18 hours in Jul99'.
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Figure 6 3 :TOF measurement of gold ( 2 second ocexcitation ) for different number of ions
stored in the Penning trap. The shapes are very similar but v, shift could be seen clearly.
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Figure 6 4 :v, shift due to the number of ions stored in the Penning trap. v, shifts toward
srnaller frequency as the number of ions stored in the trap is increased.
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6.4 Au and Pt Isotopes : o,resonances

Table 6.1 shows a sumrnary of cyclotron kequency measurements of gold and platinum
isotopes in Mar and Jul 99'. Al1 the measurements were conducted with 2 seconds oc
excitation. In the Jul 99' measurements, the Peming trap tuning was irnproved and the
scanning fkequency step was reduced to get more points so that the accuracy of fmding w,
centroid was improved. Fig 6-5 shows the TOF peak obtained for each platinum isotope from
Jul99' measurements. ( A typical TOF measurement of gold c m be seen in fig 5- 14 )
It seerns that the gold measurements obtained in iMar and lu1 99' supported the study of

ocshift due to number of ions stored in the Penning trap. In each gold measurement. slightly
different number of ions were trapped ( see table 6.1: iondshot ) and octended to decrease
as the numtier of ions stored in the trap was increased. Therefore, the number of ions was

kept about the same for both gold and platinum isotopes during the measurements. ( Note:
In Jul99' measurements, the number of ions stored in the trap between

and ' % ~ tand
,

' 9 7 ~ ~

between ' 9 7 ~ and
u
' 9 8 ~were
t
slightly different. The effect of this is discussed in the next
section )
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,-

'. .-.

-0

yjg

v, : 459087.40038 ( 1273 ) Hz
FWHM : 0.38247 ( 2636 ) Hz
TOF depth : 34.64 ps

Mar

v, : 46W33.91929 ( 1304 ) Hz
FWHM : 0.39006 ( 2631 ) Hz
TOF depth : 31.98 ps

1 O"

-- -- -- -

1999

-

-

v, : 456765.35785 ( 1500 ) Hz
FWHM : 0.39160 ( 3131 ) Hz
TOF depth : 35.24 c~s

v, : 459087.42586 ( 1897 ) Hz
FWHM : 0.47406 ( 3899 ) Hz
TOF depth : 34.91 us
v, : 466197.31817 ( 1202 ) Hz
FWHM : 0.40365 ( 2496 ) Hz
TOF depth : 40.23 ps

v, : 463801-04982 ( 1569 ) Hz
M l H M : 0.43528 ( 3497 ) Hz
TOÇ depth : 34.27 us

v, : 459087.26471 ( 492 ) Hz
Jul

FWHM : 0.44359 ( 3452 ) Hz
TOF depth : 44.55 ps

7"'

v, : 463800.90221 ( 388 ) Hz
FWHM : 0.59056 ( 9797 ) Hz
TOF depth : 49.63 vs

1999

v, : 459087.24328 ( 502 ) Hz
FW HM : 0.42979 ( 3622 ) Hz
TOF depth : 40.91 us

JuI
v, : 466197.1O678 ( 893 ) Hz
FWHM : 0.47990 ( 8865 ) Hz
TOF depth : 33.17 us

13"
1999

v, : 456765.13939 ( 605 ) Hz
FWHM : 0.71957 ( 21 103 ) Hz
TOF depth : 60.52 ps

-

v, : 459087.2190 ( 1334 ) Hz

Jul

FWHM : 0.3958 ( 3365 ) Hz
TOF depth : 40.44 ps

16"
v, : 461433.74339 ( 1032 ) Hz
FWHM : 0.42914 ( 7424 ) Hz
TOF d e ~ t h: 42.29 us

1999

-

Table 6.1 : Summary of Mar and Jul99' measurements of Au and Pt isotopes.
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Figure 6 5 :TOF measurement of platinum isotopes obtained from Jul99' measutements.
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6.5 Cyclotron Frequency Ratio
The cyclotron kequency ratio for plathum isotopes relative to the cyclotron fkequency of
gold obtaiued fiom Mar and h l 99'measurements are surnrnarized in the table 6.2.

IgJPt

1.015487013( 68 )

Ig5pt

1.010267378( 76 )

Mar 1Zh 99'

1

JU~
7Ih 99.

1

"'Pt

1

1.010267411 ( 19 )

1

Table 6.2: Cyclotron frequency ratio R = v/v, between gold and piatinum isotopes.

These are final direct results of the CPT mass spectrometer measurernent. Our results were
compared with the accepted mass ratio obtained from the atomic mass table. Fig 6-6 shows
the difference of mass ratio

(

6 = experirnental ratio - accepted ratio

). For

Mar 99'

measurements. the results were very good agreement with the accepted values. The
uncertainty was at the 5

- 6 x IO-'Ievel. For Jul99' measurements, the results for lWptand

I9'pt were in very good agreement with the accepted value; however for '%Pt and '"Pt, the

dif3erences of mass ratio were slightly off. These could be explained by the number of ions
-1 45-
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Figure 6 6 :Cornparison of mas8 ratio with the accepted mas8 mtio tram the atomic mass
table.
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stored in the trap during the measurernents. For '%Pt,the number of ions stored in the trap
( 19 I6 ions per shot ) was srnaiier than that of the

gold ( 49 I15 ions per shot ). If the

number of ions had been the same then the ocfiequency of

should be slightly smaller

which would make the mass ratio smaiier and it would consequently bring the ciifference of
m a s ratios toward zero. On the other hand for 198h.
the number of ions stored ( 43 t 13 ions
per shot ) was bigger than that of the gold ( 20 I8 ions per shot ). If the number of ions had
been the sarne. then the ocCrequency of Ig8ptshould be slightly bigger which would rnake the
mass ratio bigger and would also bring the dfierence of miss ratio toward zero.

uncertainty of Jul99' measurernents was at the 2

-5x

level.

The
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Chapter 7

Conclusion and Discussion

The systematics of the CPT rnass spectrometer system bas been studied using gold and
platinum isotopes. Ions, produced by the laser desorption using pulses of Nd: YAG laser,
were cooled and accumulated in the Paul trap. For capturing the ions in the Paul trap, it was
found that the timing of the capture pulse inside the trap was more critical than the phase of
the RF. The capture pulse size and the duration were also important. For ejection of ions from
the Paul trap, the ejection phase was essential to control the energy and the number of ions
ejected from the trap.
The RF on the Paul trap used in our experiment was Limited to two fiequencies: 356 kHz
with 700 Vp-p and 670 kHz with 650 Vp-p. In order to capture light ions. it was necessary
to go above 1 MHz. Recently, a new RF box for the Paul trap was instaiied. The new RF box
could provide square waves with a wide range of fiequency, making it possible to capture a
wide range of isotopes in the trap. The main characteristics of the Paul trap should be similar
to the sinusoidal RF used in our expriment. More systematic studies with the new RF box
are currently under way.
Lifetime studies of ions in the Paul trap showed that, at a higher pressure, the ions were
accumulated faster but were also more susceptible to neutralization with impurities in the
-148-
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hehum buffet gas. Since 10 pulses were accumulated in this study, some ions stayed longer
than others during the accumulation period and the results may not have been a good
representation of the lifetime of ions in the trap. The best way to conduct this study is to oniy
g fitirne
accumulate one pulse. However, it is advised to keep the laser running d u ~ the
study. If the laser is stopped, substrates may start to deposit on the target reducing the
production of ions when a next pulse hits the target. In such a case. you may observe a
decrease in nurnber of ions detected on MCP 3 d e r ions are kept in the trap for a longer
duration instead of a decrease due to neutralization.

The accumulation of multiple bunches in the Paul trap was a very effective method. The
pressure range of 7 x 1Om6- 1.2 x 18' Torr ( on 12 ) gave very stable number of ions. With
a laser intensity of 13 mJ. accumulation of about 10 pulses saturated accumulation of ions in

the Paul trap. This method would be very useful for unstable isotopes with a low production
yield.
We attempted to reduce the energy spread of ions emerging kom the Paul trap, using a
ramp cavity pulse for optimum injection of ions into the Penning trap. For the ramping slope

from -18.5

- -74.0 V/ps, no obvious effect of the ramp cavity pulse was observed. As

suggested in sec 5.2. some possibiiities of not seeing any effects were that the siope of the
ramp cavity was not steep enough or the application of the pulse was not at a nght timing.
Recentiy, the effect of the ramp cavity pulse on ions from the Paul trap was simulated using
the SIMION 6.0 [ 25 ] program and the exact timing of ions passing through the cavity was
determined. Further, the simulation results indicated that at least - 100 V/ps pulse was needed
-1 49-
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to riffect the energy of ions. Currently, Our amplifier cannot handle this high siew rate pulse
so a new design is under way to improve Our injection of ions into the Penning trap.
Enough ions were transferred to the Penning trap during our measurements, but there was
a problem with change in the n u m k r of ions. The number of ions could be stable for one hour
or so, but then the number of ions often started to decay. By going back to MCP 3 ( located
above the Paul trap ), the number of ions on MCP 3 was very stable there. The decaying of

the number of ions happened somewhere between MCP 3 and the Penning trap. It was later
found that one of the pins connected to the stress ring for V6 was not comected. This caused
the decay of the nurnber of ions and the Quad 3 DC haci to be used as a Iens to compensate
for the problem. M e r the pin was comected, the DC on the Quad 3 was put to the proper
drift tube potential and the problem with decaying number of ions was solved.

The Penning trap was fine tuned and optimized. The o+strong excitation was a very
effective method ofremoving unwanted isotopes from the Penning trap. TOF spectra of gold
obtained for different o, quadrupole excitation amplitudes demonstrated a very good
agreement with the theoreticai prediction of conversion between o-and o+energies.
With 7 seconds ocquadrupole excitation, our FWHM of TOF peak was reaching the
Fourier iimit of about 0.1 Hz. The resolving power of about 1.2 x 106and an accuracy of
2x I

were attained.

The stability of o,with the CPT mass spectrometer was tested from a 15 hours run in Apr
99'. The root rnean square ( RMS ) deviation was 6.3 x 10-~and the uncertainty on the mean
was 8.2 x 10'~from the entire run.
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o,shift due to the number of ions trapped in the Penning trap was also studied. After an
18 hours mn in Jul 99', TOF data was separated according to the different number of ions

-

- 120. and 121 - over iondshot ) and was analyzed separately.
We saw a clear shift due to the number of ions trapped in the Penning trap. Between O - 60
-

trapped ( 0 60.6 1 90.9 1

and 12 1

- over ionslshot, ocshifted 0.15 Hz which corresponded to be 3 x 18' shift.

For the rnass measurements in Mar and Ju199'. the number of ions was controlied carefully
for both gold and platinum isotopes to avoid the shift. The fkequency ratio between gold and
each isotope of platinum were obtained and compared with the accepted ratio f?om the atornic
table. For Mar 99' measurements. the results were in very good agreement with the accepted
values and the uncertainty was at about 5

- 6 x IOd level. For Jul99' measurements. the trap

tuning was improved and the scanning kequency step was reduced to get more points so that
the accuracy of fitting the w, centroid was improved. As a result, the uncertainty of Jul99'
measurements was reduced to 3

- 5 x l u 8 level.

The uncertainty of Our measurements was stdi a factor of 10 bigger than the designed
accuracy of

level. but there are stdi many ways to improve the accuracy. We could

irnprove the resolution of our TOF peak by further increasing the ocexcitation tirne. We have

already tried 4 seconds ocexcitation and a resolving power of better than 1.2 x 106 was
observed. Also, we rnay irnprove the accuracy by fitting TOF spectra to a theoretical iine
shape instead of fitting to an inverted Gaussian curve.
There are also a few improvements which have already been made to the CET mass
spectrometer system The trap potential depth was increased from 5 to 10 Volts. Making the
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trap deeper helped t o keep the ions much closer to the trap center, and therefore less
susceptible to the magnetic field inhomogeneities and imperfections in the electric field.
Another improvement was made in the t h e scale over which the ions are observed with the
MCS. With the 1 M H z d o c k used to advance the MCS, we could only count ions at MCP

5 for 256 ps. With the voltage on TOF A at the same value as that for the top end-cap of the
Penning trap, the t h e spread of ions was of about the same size. Now, this 256 ps window
of the MCS had k e n doubled and TOF A c m be set higher. Consequently, a much slower
extraction of ions from the Perining trap was achieved and TOF effects were improved.
Another irnprovements was made foiiowing the rneasurements reported here. We found
that a washer which was used at aperture 3 was found trapped just outside the entrance of the
Penning trap. The washer was made of stainless steel, but some impurities inside were
magnetized. It was only weddy magnetized but this could &O have altered the rnagnetic field
inside. The washer has since been removed.

If these improvements do not irnprove Our accuracy to the 10-9level, it rnay tum out that
Our accuracy wdi be limited by Our problem with the magnetic field. With our three of shim
coils not currently working, the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field at the center of the
Penning trap was dB/B = 1.7 x IO-' over cm3.
Currently. the CPT mass spectrometer c m attain the resolving power of 1.2 x 106and the
accuracy of 7x 10? There still remains the task of fuiiy characterizing the CPT mass
spectrometer system and going on to IO-^ precision. However, the present performance is
adequate for measurements with unstable isotopes. In Nov 99'. the transfer section which
-1 52-
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connects the gas cooler and the CPT mass spectrometer ( see fig 1-2 ) was successfuiiy
assembled. The transfer section was tested by sending Argon ions nom the gas cooler to our

Paul trap. The next step is to b

~ thegunstable isotopes fiom the ATLAS facility and conduct

a first masurement of unstable isotopes with the CFT mass spectrorneter system.
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